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ABSTRACT 
A new procedure Tor predicting the strains and deflec­
tions of the beams in simple-span bcam-and-slab bridges of 
the usual proportions has been developed. It divides the 
calculations into two primary steps: 
1. Temporary reactions are assumed at the beams to prevent 
deflections of the beams« and the loads are distributed to 
these reactions by the slab acting as a continuous beam. 
2. Tiie temporary reactions are removed and the consequent 
effects on the beams are computed. 
Since no deflections or moments are produced in the beams in 
stop 1» the entire effect on the beams is found in step 2. 
This effect on a beam Is assumed to bo that of a loading con­
sisting of: 
1. a concentrated or narrowly distributed force, tlie tempo­
rary reaction reversed, and 
2. a widely distributed force produced by the resistance of 
the slab to deformation. 
Part 2 of tho beam loading has been assumed to be sinusoidal, 
but any other form could be assumed. For the bridges tested 
the effects of part 2 are relatively small; so tho precision 
of the predictions of maximum strains and deflections is not 
sensitive to changes in the form assumed. 
It Is sufssosted that, pending; furUier study, the use of 
V 
the procedure be limited to bridges having a ratio of span to 
beam spacing of 2 or more, and also a ratio of beam to slab 
stiffness, H, of 2 or more. 
To obtain checks on tlie predictions by the proposed pro­
cedure, by the present (1953) AASHO specifications, and by 
the tentative revisions (T-l^-^O), four bridges were tested. 
Two are full-size bridges in use on a highway; their spans 
ore k.l,2$ ft and 71 *25 and their roadways are JO wide. 
The othor two were built in a laboratory. Thoy include 
crown, curbs, and diaphragms; thoir spans are 10 ft and 25 
ft, and thoir roadways are 10 ft wide* Each of the four 
bridges has four beams equally spaced, has tiio interior booms 
larger than the exterior, and is of composite construction. 
Among the four bridges the span to spacing ratio varied from 
3.1 to 7*81 and the beam stiffness to slab stiffness ratio 
varied from 3*0 to 10.7* The loads on the laboratory bridges 
v/ere oitlier single-axle or tandem-axle truclcs; either one 
truck, alono, or two side by side. The loud on the highway 
bridges was a single aemi-trailer truck having tandem roar 
axles. 
Strains and deflections wore measured at a number or 
locations at each bridge for various positions of the loads. 
Of those teat results, tiiose of most interest to designers 
and those directly comparable to the predictions under the 
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specifications are the raaximum strains caused by a given load­
ing when it may be placed in any position. Comparing the 
predicted mcuciraum strains with those observed, the ranges in 
percent of error for all the beams, both interior and 
exterior, are: 
proposed procedure +11 to -10 
AASHO +87 to -8 
T-15 +106 to +5. 
It is concluded that the proposed procedure provides im­
proved predictions under a much wider ran^^o of conditions 
tlian does either specification method. To understand and use 
it requires no special training, and the time required for 
its use is only about one hour per analysis; so it should be 
practical for practicing engineers to use it. It lends it­
self readily to refinement through further research, and a 
number of subjects for further research are recommended. 
It la further concluded that tlie present AASHO specifi­
cations provide what may be regarded as acceptable predictions 
of the effects of two trucks aide by side, +30 to -6 percent 
error, but may be grossly in error in predicting the effects 
of a single truck, +87 to +$ percent error. The tentative 
revisions are sjrosaly in error in predicting the maximum ef­
fects of two trucks on an exterior beam, +I06 to +51 percent, 
as v/ell as in predicting the effects of a single truck, +9O 
to +3i|. percent error. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Description of the Type of Bridge Considered 
Highway bridges composed of longitudinal steel beams or 
stringers carrying a reinforced concrete slab are v/idely used 
for individual spans, L^, of from 20 to 100 ft as well as for 
the floor systems of truss bridges of longer spans. In 
these "beam-and-slab bridges" the slab is supported by tlie 
boams and is continuous across thorn. It may, also, be sup­
ported at the ends by the abutments. Tlie boams, in turn, are 
supported nt the abutments or at floor-beams transverse to 
the roadway. The beams are often essentially simply sup­
ported, but may be continuous over several spans. They may 
in theory consist of the steel sections alone, assuming a 
frictionless surface between the steel and concrete. However, 
in practice it is found there is substantial bonding botv/eon 
the steel and concrete oven when no special attempt is made 
to secure it. Tliis results in a composite beam composed of 
the steel and of the concrete contiguous to the steel. In 
many bridges "shear lugs" are provided at the common face to 
insure the occurrence of this composite action, and the beams 
are designed as composite sections. 
^Definitions of symbols are repeated in the Glossary, 
p. 190, for convenient reference. 
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The number and spacing, of longitudinal beams in a bridr^e 
varies, of course. One conunon current (1956) practice is to 
use a spacing of nearly 10 ft. The corresponding number of 
beams for a two-lane roadway is three or four, "any de­
signers use a smaller spacing, down to about five ft, and a 
correspondingly greater number of beams. Also, some of the 
older bridges still in service may be found to have even 
smaller spacings. The spacing of the beams is ordinarily 
the same throughout the width of the bridge# The edge beams 
may bo smaller than tho interior beams or they may bo made 
tho same size as the interior onos. 
The longitudinal beams are usually connected by cross­
beams, commonly called "diapliragms", at tho ends and at in­
termediate points. These are likely to bo of much smaller 
section than tho longitudinal beams and the tops of tiie in­
terior diaphragms are often below the concrete; hence they 
aro not composite beams. Tho end diaphragms are likely to bo 
composite and much stronger than tho interior onos, tho slab 
being turned dovvn at the ends and partially encasing tho 
steel. The diaphragms ore often provided primarily for tem­
porary use during construction. When they are left in place, 
as they usually are, they also affect the behavior of the 
bridge in use. 
The reinforced concrete slab is from 6 to 10 in. thick, 
either uniform or variable in thickness. The use of a uniform 
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thickness requires the minlraun amount of concrete; hence pro­
vides the minimum dead load on the structure. If the slab is 
uniform in thickness, however, the transverse "crown" and 
longitudinal "camber" of the roadway must be provided by 
proper fabrication of the steel. Some designers, therefore, 
provide crown and camber by using a minimum thickness of con­
crete at the corners and increasing the thickness in both 
directions toward the center* Sven when this is done the 
usual practice is to assume a vinlform thickness equal to the 
minimum in computins the strength of the slab or beam. 
The concrete is usually reinforced by stool bars in both 
directions near both faces of the slab. The primary rein­
forcement is perpendicular to the longitudinal beams and 
provides for positive moment (tension in the bottom) in the 
center portions of the panols between beams and for negative 
moment over the beams* 
The general features described above are illustrated in 
Pig. 1 which shows, in particular, the type of bridge tested 
as part of the project reported herein. Those are character­
ized by four equally spaced beams, by minimum curbs, by ex­
terior beams smaller than the interior, by slab thicknesses 
that vary so little they may be assumed to be uniform, and by 
heavy end diaphragms. 
j 
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B. Loads 
The vertical loads that must be considered In the design 
of bridge floors are the weight of the structure itself, the 
dead load; and the forces arising from the passage of highway 
traffic, the live load and impact. 
The determination of the magnitude of the total dead load 
is relatively easy after a preliminary design has been set up 
for analysis* Its effects on the Individual beams, however, 
are not readily detennlned because the construction procedure 
is not the same for all bridges. One common construction pro­
cedure includes supporting the wet concrete on foms built up 
from the bottom flanges of the steel sections. These forms 
act as simple beams spanning between the longitudinal beams, 
with the form for the curb cantilevered from the edge beam. 
In the construction of the shorter spans the concrete may be 
placed in such a short time that the last of it is placed be­
fore the first part placed has gained appreciable strength. 
Under those conditions the dead loads carried by the beams are 
often assumed to be simply the reactions of the simple-beam 
forms. Also, under these conditions the dead load is assumed 
to be supported by the steel beams alone, with no composite 
action possible because the concrete is wet. These assump­
tions would be entirely correct except for the subsequent ef­
fects of such things as shrinkage and plastic flow. 
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Alternate methods of construction involving partial or 
complete shoring of the forms or placing the concrete in seg­
ments over a period of days or v/eeks would lead to much more 
complicated behavior imder dead load* Some designers 
arbitrarily divide the total dead load equally among all the 
beams to avoid this complication. A study of the many possi­
bilities arising under differing construction procedures is 
beyond the scope of the project reported herein. 
The actual live load occurring on bridges consists of a 
mixture of vehicles of various sizes and weights, havimj dif­
ferent characteristics> traveling at different speeds at 
variable spacings. The determination of the proper static and 
dynamic loads to use on bridges of different spans is another 
problem beyond the scope of the current project. Current de­
sign practice as established by the specifications of the 
American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) is to 
design for either 1) a representative heavy truck in each 
lane, or 2) an equivalent lane load consisting of a uniform 
load plus a transverse line load in each lane (l,pp 159-163). 
The individual design trucks can be regarded as composed 
of pairs of wheel loads* each pair constituting an axle load. 
Thus, the three basic types of loading are; 1) axle loads, 
2) uniform lane loads, and 3) transverse line loads. Whatever 
future changes may be made in the specified magnitudes, ar­
rangements, and combinations of these, it seems likely the 
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three basic types will remain. Hence« a generally useful 
method of analysis must be adaptable to all three types. 
Current specifications provide for two different arrange­
ments of axle loads in the individual design trucks and for a 
choice of magnitudes for each arrangement. The 
trucks consist of two axles II4. ft apart having a total weight 
of "N2" tons, of which .2N2^ tons are on the front axle and 
• dN^ tons are on the rear. The number, 14l-> indicates the 
year, in which this particular loading was first adopted. 
The trucks are the same, but they have another 
axle load of tons following tho rear axle. These are 
shown diagrammatically in Figs. 2 and 3 ^ or HlO-l^li. and 
{IlO-SS-ljli. trucks, respectively. Trucks of other weights have 
the same arrangements. The axle loads, moments, etc., are in­
creased proportionately as the total weight is increased. 
In computing tho maximum moment, M, caused in a simple 
beam by these tznicks the number of wheels on the span changes 
as the span increases. The resulting maximiim moment curve for 
the "H10-i4|." loading is shown in Pig. 2, and that for tho 
"HIO-38-I4I1," loading is shown in Fig. 3* will bo noted 
that the "equivalent lane load" governs spans above $6 ft when 
the "H" trucks are used. The equivalent lane load does not 
govern until a span of lli-O ft is reached when "II-S" trucks are 
used. 
Further consideration of Figs» 2 and 3 will reveal that 
soo 
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the same maximum moment versus span diagrams could be obtained 
by using a single axle-load at the center of the spans and 
varying the magnitude of this load as the span varies. Formu­
las for this variable load, are shown in the figures. The 
use of such a variable "equivalent" concentrated load in place 
of the currently specified axle arrangements would probably 
simplify the work of the designer, particularly when rela­
tively complex euialyses are undertaken. 
C. Design and Analysis Problems 
For complex structures a direct design procedure la not 
to be expected. Instead, it Is customary to arrive at a final 
design by a series of successive trials. A trial design is 
set up, analyzed to find the critical stresses and stress dis­
tribution, and revised in the light of these stresses. Analy­
sis and revision are repeated until satisfactory stress 
patterns are obtained. Thus, if methods for analyzing the 
structure are available, a design is possible. The remainder 
of this discussion will, therefore, be concerned only with 
analysis, with the miderstanding it is to be used as part of 
the design procedure. 
In the analysis of simple span beam-and-slab bridges the 
critical stresses are normally those in the bottom flanges of 
the beams at or near the centerline. The variation of stress 
11 
along the beams Is of interest only if the size of the beams 
is to be varied; as with cover plates. The maximum shear 
stress in the web of the beam near the supports must be in­
vestigated, but experience teaches that it seldom controls the 
design, particularly when steel stringers are used. Similarly, 
the maximum compressive stresses in the concrete are of some 
interest but are seldom critical. 
As indicated in the discussion of loads, the usual de­
sign loading consists of a truck or lane loading in each lane. 
Tlie basic problem in analysis is to find the maximum stresses 
caused as these loads are moved laterally and longitudinally 
on the bridge. 
In addition to determining the effects of the standard 
loading it is often necessary to determine the effects of a 
single non-standard vehicle; in particular, of on overweight 
one. These do occur, oven though illegal, and it must be as­
sumed they will pass through the positions at which their ef­
fects will be greatest. There are, also, the legal "permit" 
loads operating under controlled conditions. They can be re­
quired to cross bridges in the most favorable lateral position; 
for instance, along the centerline. 
D. Present Methods of Analysis 
In the analysis of beam-and-slab bridges it has been the 
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convenient practice to consider the slab and the beams as 
separate members even though the material of the slab may also 
be part of the material of the beams# When composite action 
is assumed, each beam is considered to be composed of a steel 
section end of the contiguous concrete within specified limits 
(1, p« 250}• Curbs and sidewalks may or may not be included 
as part of exterior beams depending on their dimensions, the 
construction procedure, and the judgment of the designer. Ac­
tually, of course, the structure acts monolithically with no 
division into parts as assumed. However, analysis as a 
monolith seems to be a desirable goal beyond practical reach 
at present. Therefore, the practice of referring to the "beams" 
and the "slab" as though thoy were discrete entities is con­
tinued herein. Assuming such separate action, the basic 
problem in the analysis of a beam becomes timt of deter­
mining the load that will be carried by the beam or of deter­
mining some equivalent load known to cause essentially the 
same effects as the true load. Once the load is determined; 
the moments, stresses, and other effects can be computed by 
ordinary methods. 
When a load is applied to one of these bridges the slab 
distributes moat of it to the beams but may carry part of it 
directly to the abutments. As the load is distributed to the 
beams it is spread longitudinally as well as laterally so that 
the effect on a beam becomes that of a non-uniform distributed 
13 
load even when the applied load is uniformly distributed or 
is concentrated. Under the assumption of separate slab and 
beam action, the loads on the beams are the reactions of the 
slab* The division of the total load among the beams and the 
distribution along the beams would seem to depend on many 
different variables. Among these are the: 
arrangement of the applied loads, 
longitudinal location of the applied loads, 
lateral location of the applied loads^ 
span of the beams, 
ntimber of beams, 
spacing of the beams 
elastic constants, £1, of the beams, 
variation of these constants along the beams, 
thickness of the slab, 
variation of slab thickness, if any, 
elastic properties of the materials used in tho slab, 
width of the roadway, 
number of lanes of traffic asstimed, 
dimensions of Uie curb, and 
size, spacing, and manner of oonnectlng the diaphragms. 
In spite of the many variables involved, tho current 
AA3II0 specifications provide for determining the loads on 
beams by greatly simplified procedures. Both interior and ex­
terior beams are to be loaded v/ith concentrated loads in the 
il; 
same longitudinal pattern as those in the standard trucks* 
For interior beams the amounts of these loads are specified as 
3/5 times the standard truck wheel load if two or more lanes 
of traffic are acting, S being the average beam spacing in 
feet. If only one lane is acting^ the formula is changed to 
s/6. For exterior beams the amounts are to be determined as 
the reactions of the slab when it is assumed to be simply sup-> 
ported by the beams and longitudinal bending in the slab is 
ignored. No provision is made for unusual loadings, for loads 
restricted to a particular lateral position, for changes in the 
relative size of the beams, or for variations in the slab 
thickness. Nothing is said about the position of the curb 
with respect to the outer beam. 
It seems that little is gained by having different rules 
for the interior and exterior beams. As shown in Fig* ij. the 
S/5 formula gives results that differ only slightly from those 
that would be obtained by assuming simple beam action for the 
interior beams, as is done for the exterior. 
No discussion of the reasons for either of the regula­
tions is given in the specifications. Presumably the simple-
beam provision for exterior beams follows the old rule that if 
something is designed as though statically determinate and then 
built continuous it will be safe. Presumably, also, the 3/5 
provision recognizes that in a fully loaded bridge of Infinite 
width the average load par beam would be S/5 wheel loads 
ySimple-beam stab action: 
Actual ivheej spacingf^foot overage tvhee/spacing 
over 2 /ones. 
2 lanes 
6 7 d 9 
BEAM SPACING. S FEET 
tt 
LIVE LOAD ON INTER/OR BEAMS 
BY AA5HO SPEC/F/CAT/ONS AND 
BY S/A^PL£-3EAA^ SLAB ACT/ON 
F/O. 4-
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because the average lateral spaclns of wheels of the standard 
trucks Is $ ft» TJiis, of course, ignores longitudinal bond­
ing and torsion in the slab. 
Applying the AASHO provisions to bridges having the di­
mensions of those tested (Pigs. ll^. and 15) results in design­
ing the exterior beams for approximately 55 percent as much 
live load as that for wiiich the interior ones are designed. A 
recently proposed revision of the specifications (unpublished) 
would require that the exterior beans be designed for at least 
as much live load as are the interior ones. The required size 
of the exterior beams v/ould tiioreby be increased v/ithout a 
compensating decrease in tlie size of the interior ones. 
As an alternative to tiie simplified analysis provided by 
the specifications the general differential equations of 
flexure of elastic slabs and beams are available. As dis­
cussed in more detail in the chapter reviewing the literature, 
solutions of these equations for some particular conditions 
are available# Tiiese solutions, in general, yield results in 
the form of equations that are complex and cumbersome oven 
though simplifying aosumptiona are made in their derivation, 
A general metliod for obtaining numerical solutions to particu­
lar problems is also available. It, also, seems to be too 
cumbersome for ordinary use in that it has not been adopted 
in engineering practice or even to any great extent as a re­
search tool. 
17 
E. Objectives of the Project 
As indicated in the foregoing discussion there is not 
available at present a generally satisfactory method of analy­
sis for the beams of beam-and-slab bridges. A method is needed 
that is simple and brief enough for understcmding and use by 
busy practicing engineers having no special training and that 
yields results with a precision consistent with that of the 
loads* dimensions* and the properties of the materials. Ideal­
ly the method should bo capable of taking into account most of 
tho variables found in these bridges without undue complica­
tion. It should permit refinement through increased time and 
labor in calculations and as experience* judgment* or future 
research provide added information concerning the effects of 
any assumptions made. 
The primary objective of the project reported herein was 
to discover such a method of analysis. Since no truly exact 
method of analysis is available as a standard* the value of a 
suggested method or procedure must be decided on the basis of 
comparisons between predicted strains and deflections and 
those actually observed in tests. Such teats* then* became a 
necessary part of the project* and were made. 
A secondary objective was to determine through tests 
whether or not bridges of tiie particular type tested are safe 
and well proportioned when designed according to the current 
18 
AASHO specifications. Another secondary objective was to de­
termine whether or not the proposed revisions of the specifica­
tions would provide a better prediction of the behavior of 
these bridges than do the current specifications. 
P. Outline of the i'roject 
The accomplishment of these objectives has been attempted 
through the following main steps that were, in SjOneral, not 
distinct and sepGU?ate. 
1. A review of the pertinent literature. 
2. Tiie development and refinement of the proposed 
new analysis procedure. 
3. Applications of the method in analyses of the bridges 
tested. 
1|.. Field tests of highway bridges 30 ft wide. 
5* Laboratory tests of bridges 10 ft wide. 
6. An analysis of the data from the tests. 
7. Comparisona betv/een predicted and measured results. 
8. The preparation of this report of these activities. 
The report developed in the subsequent pages will be seen 
to consist of the following principal divisions. 
1. A review of the literature. 
2. The proposed analysis procedure. 
3. A description of the tests made. 
19 
ij.. Tho results of these tests includins oomparlsons 
between predicted and measured values. 
5, The conclusions that may be drawn from the foregoing. 
6, Recommendations for further research. 
7» A list of references. 
20 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The investigation of load distribution to the beams sup­
porting a slab constitutes a part of the overall study of slab 
behavior. This study is said to have begun with Euler around 
n66, and to have been advanced by such savants as Lagrange, 
Navier, and Poisson. The history of this early development of 
the subject has been reported by various writers including 
Todhunter and Pearson (2), and Love (3)* It was summarized in 
1921 by (Vestergaard (I4.) as part of a paper in which further ad­
vances were also presented. Study of the latter reference 
reveals that at the time of its publication the status of the 
problem was briefly as follows. 
1. A theoretical foundation had been developed. 
2. The general slab equations had been applied in a 
limited number of specific cases and solutions yield-
numorical results obtained. 
3. A limited amount of physical testing had been carried 
on to yield empirical equations for use in analyzing 
slabs of the particular types tented. 
While the development of the subject had not yet progreaaod 
to the point where results useful to the present study were ob-
tainedy Weatergaard did point out the limitations of the theory 
(!]., p. 423). These limitations are equally applicable to the 
results obtained up to I921 and to those that have been ob-
21 
tainod since or may be obtained in the futiire. They are, in 
brief, as follows. 
1, The plates are meditim-thick, that is, they are not so 
thick in proportion to the span that vortical 
stresses (shears, tensions, and compressions) absorb 
an appreciable part of the energy of deformation, 
nor so tliin that the tension and compression in the 
middle plane are significant. 
2, The plates are homogeneous and of nniform thickness. 
3, Hooko's law applies to tiie horizontal strains, and 
the modulus of elasticity is the same for tension 
and compression. 
i}.. A straight line drawn vertically through the plate 
before bending remains straight after bending. 
Following the discussion of the theory summarized above, 
y/estorgaard and Slater (Ij.) presented numerical results ob­
tained from the theory as applied to slabs supported on four 
sides and to slabs supported on column capitals. They also re 
ported and analyzed extensive load tests of such slabs. While 
none of the detailed results reported is directly related to 
the present subject, one observation made is of general inter­
est in slab analysis and testing, as follows (l|., p. 512): 
The tests of slabs supported on four sides 
indicate that v/hen the deformations increase, 
certain redistributions of moments and stresses 
take place with the result, in general, that the 
larger coefficients of moments are reduced. The 
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ultimate load is found to be, in general, larger, 
and in sorae cases much larger, than would be es­
timated on the basis of the theoretical moment 
coefficients and the known strength of beams with 
the same ratio of steel. 
Although the preliminary theoretical developments had 
been made, many years wore to pass before application of tlie 
theory to the solution of the present problem was attempted. 
Meanwhile, however, physical testing of bridge floors for the 
p\u?po3e of obtaining some immediate answers of practical value 
had begun. Probably tlie first tests to determine load distri­
bution to the stringers of bridge floors were reported by Ag-i; 
and Nichols of lov/a State College in 1919 (^)* Those tests 
wore conducted on bridges having steel stringers but having 
timber floors loaded with flat steel wheels* They are, there­
fore, primarily of historical interest. The detailed results 
are of little value now, but the testing procedures and 
analyses of the data set the pattern for subsequent tost 
programs• 
Strains wore measured along the lov/er flanj^os of the 
steel beams for various positions of the loads. The strains 
were converted to equivalent momenta, and the moments wore 
converted to equivalent numbers of wheel loads per stringer. 
This was probably the first time the load carried by a stringer 
was expressed in this v/ay. One interesting observation was 
that the strain increased uniformly from the ends of a beam 
toward the load as it would in a theoretical simple beam. It 
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was, thus, concluded that the longitudinal distribution of the 
load was negligible• It will be shown subsequently that the 
ass\imption of negligible longitudinal distribution has been 
carried in specifications to the present, and it is continued 
as a first approximation in the method of analysis later 
presented herein. 
The project at Iowa State College was continued under the 
direction of Puller, Caughey, and others (6, ?)• Pull-scale 
bridges wore tested with the primary objective of determining 
impact factors for the various components of then typical 
bridijes. As a part of tlie overall project, a study of the 
static load distribution to the stringers was made, also. 
The bridges tested had either timber or reinforced con­
crete floors supported on steel stringers. Among those having 
concrete floors tho stringer spacing was constant v/ithln eaoh 
bridge, and was either 26.5, 29.5> 30» o** 3^ inches. The 
spans were llj. ft to 32 ft 6 in., and the slab thickness was 
either 6 in. or 8 in. Some spans had intorlor and exterior 
stringers of the same size; others had exterior stringers 
somewhat smaller than tho interior ones. 
Various loads were used, but among them was a loaded 
truck closely approximating an standard truck. The 
results from tests in which it was used are of the [greatest 
present Interest. The trucks used had hard rubber tires and 
were different in other v/ays from modern trucks. While these 
i 
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difreroncas probably had a major effect In tho impact tests. 
It seems likely they wore of little significance in the static 
load tests* 
Strains wero measured with an assortment of mechanical 
gages and with a then newly developed electrical telemeter 
that had been reported by McCollura, Burton, and Peters (8)» 
One mechanical gage, the West extensometer, and the telemeter 
wero judged most useful and adopted for the major portion of 
the work. It is of interest to note that the operation of the 
telemeter depended on tho variations in resistance of a pile 
of carbon plates. Tiiis variation was measured by means of a 
Wheatstone bridi^e circuit. Thus, tliis tolemoter can be re­
garded as the predecessor of the now widely used electrical 
resistanoe strain gages. 
The observed strains were converted to equivalent stresses 
by means of an assumed modulus of elasticity of 29,000,000 
psi. Tho resulting stress data wore then summed up by means 
of diagrams similar to the ones reproduced herein as Pig. 
The particular diagrams shown in Fig. $ are for the 32 ft 
Q in. span. In this bridge all nine stringers were of the 
same size (15 in., k3 1^ I-beams) but the amount of concrete 
acting with the exterior beams was smaller than that acting 
with ttie interior ones. Thus, tiie composite exterior beams 
had smaller moments of inertia and section moduli than did 
the interior ones. Pig. 5 shows, a) a typical stress 
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distribution curve when one truck was near a side of the road­
way, b) a typical curve when one truck was at the center, c) 
the maximum stresses (strains) observed in each beam as one 
truck was moved laterally across the bridge, and d) the maxi­
mum stresses (strains) observed when two trucks side by side 
were moved laterally across ttie bridge. 
These typical diagrams show that when two trucks side by 
side were moved laterally across the roadway the maximum 
stresses in all the interior beams were essentially the same. 
Pig. 5d« The maximum stresses developed in the exterior beams 
were substantially smaller than in the Interior ones. They 
also show that the maximum stress caused by one truck was sub­
stantially smaller than the maximum caused by two trucks. In 
addition, if the one truck could be kept near the centerline, 
the maximum was reduced still more. 
Purthor conclusions were respect to static load distribu­
tion to the strinsers were as follows. In the bridges having 
concrete floors, with two trucks side by side on the span, the 
maximum observed stress (strain) varied from O.6O to O.69 
times the total observed stress attributable to a single wheel 
load. The 0.60 value was the average when the stringer 
spacing, 3, was 28.5 in., and the O.69 value was for the 36 
in. spacing. These values are seen to be somewhat higher than 
the current AASHO specification of S/5 (8» p« I68) would yield. 
By this specification the values would be 0*]4.8 and O.6O, 
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respectively. However, it was further stated that the ob­
served stresses were far below those predicted by "usual" 
methods. Various reasons Tor this difference were suggested) 
but data were not available for substantiating the hypotheses* 
Another historically important observation was that the 
steel beams and concrete slab did act together as composite 
"T-beams" even though no special provision had been made to 
insure such action. 
It is belioved the tests described above formed the basis 
for the first formal specification as to distribution of wheel 
loads to stringers. This Wns indicated by Fuller in one of 
several papers reporting now tests on tiie same bridges after 
25 years of service (9, 10, 11). He stated that "The present 
AASHO distribution of load is changed slightly from the 
original which (as for as the author knows) first appeared in 
tho 1923 specifications of tho Iowa Jlighway Commission." (9, 
p. 8). D\iring this period there were, of course, many changes 
in the trucks in common uso and in the type of bridge commonly 
built; thus, more extensive changes in the specifications might 
have been expected. 
In the 19li.8 tests rouj^hly the oame procedures were fol­
lowed as in the earlier ones except that relatively few data 
were taken. A modern truck having dual pneumatic tires and 
tandem axles was used, as were modern strain measuring instru­
ments. The thickness of the slab had been increased from 
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6 in. in 1922 to 9 in. in 19l|-8» Both visual observation and 
test results indicated tliat in 19i|.8 the 32 ft 8 in. approach 
span still retained full composite action but that the shorter 
span, part of the floor system of a truss bridge, had lost 
practically all composite action. 
Because of these various changes the observed load dis­
tribution factors (maximum fraction of a wheel load carried by 
one stringer) changed between 1923 and 19l|.8. However, it 
seems significant that the change was essentially the same for 
both spans even though one had rotalnod full composite action 
and one had been reduced, very nearly, to separate beam and 
slab action. As a specific example, for the side position of 
the loads (W and Y) the averages were as shown in Table 1 
{9, p. 7). 
Table 1. Load distribution factors measured in 1925 and 19^8 
, . , Distribution factor in 
Bridge 19^8 
West approach (32 ft 8 in.) 
(Composite throughout) .21^ .19 
West panel (18 ft 9 in.) 
(Composite-noncomposite) .185 
This is interpreted as an indication that the distribu­
tion factor is not sensitive to the presence or absence of 
composite action, hence, is not sensitive to the absolute size 
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of the beams. As in I923, the observed stresses were substan­
tially lower than predicted by "usual" methods. 
It should perhaps be emphasized that the procedure used 
in determining the foregoing factors was simply to divide the 
observed stress for a beam by the total of the observed 
stresses for all the beams. This, in offeot* assumed that the 
longitudinal distribution of the load* hence of the moment and 
stress* was the same for every beam. This assumption undoubted­
ly introduced errors which could have been evaluated only by 
much more elaborate experimentation. 
It was emphasized in the reports that "Practically all 
of the available information on the behavior of bridge floors 
has been obtained in situations whore the load was inadequate 
to develop stresses which even approached design values." 
(9, p. l|.), and that "Although those deductions may reflect 
correctly the small unit stresses developed by the available 
live load, no information is available for extending the re­
sults to fully loaded structures." (10, p. This is a 
limitation that usually applies to present-day test results, 
also* 
Another early testing project of some interest was des­
cribed by Davis in I927 (12). He reported extensive testing 
of two slabs simulating the then proposed floor for the 
Delaware River Bridge at Philadelphia. In those tests the be­
havior of the slab was the primary concern, but some deflec­
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tion and strain measurenents on the steel beams were made. 
The reactions of the steel beams were measured, also. 
There were no shear connectors between the steel beams 
and the concrete; the only diaphragms were at the ends of the 
spans, and they were relatively flexible. Loading was limited 
to a single semi-concentrated load and only two positions of 
the load were studied. A feature of the tests was the repeat­
ed application of impact loads of various magnitudes. This 
impact loading caused, among other thia^^s, changes in the 
properties of the structures t.iat were attributed to the break­
ing of the bond between the slab and beams with a consequent 
decrease in tiie T-beam action. Tiiis was in contrast with the 
behavior of one of tiie Iowa bridges re-tosted after 2$ years 
of service and found to have retained its compooite action 
(9, 10, 11). 
\iVhlle the tests served the purpose for which they were 
intended, that is, to determine if the bridge floor was ade­
quate as designed; they wore too limited to support general 
conclusions, and no ouch conclusions wore drawn. Considerable 
pioneer work was required in inatrumenting the testa to obtain 
the data desired, and this v/ork has undoubtedly benefitted sub­
sequent investigators. Also, the recognition of the problems 
created by temperature changes, lapsed time during loading, 
and rotation of the steel beams about their longitudinal axes 
must have been helpful in later research. 
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The analytical study of bridge floors was advanced by 
Westergaard in 1930 (13)» I^is paper included, again, the 
derivation of Lagrange's fundamental equation for slabs, and 
went on to develop formulas for various arrangements of con­
centrated loads or of loads uniformly distributed over small 
circular areas. In general his analyses were for single span, 
infinitely long slabs simply supported on rigid supports. His 
analyses were directed fO'imarily nt the determination of 
moments in the slab and of "effective widths" for moment. He 
did, however, include the derivation of a formula for the dis­
tribution of the reaction alon^ a supportins beam. It was 
shown that this theoretical distribution took the form of a 
ahGO^ply peaked bell shaped curve. The position of the result­
ant of one half of this curvo was shown to vary only slightly 
as the position of the loud varied, remaining near 0.2 times 
the span of the slab from the peak. If this condition can be 
taken as qualitatively indicative of the distribution when the 
slab is continuous over several beams, it provides some 
further indication that the error Introduced by disregardins 
longitudinal distribution alonr^ the beam is small. 
The analytical study was continued by Holl, who presented 
formulas in complex infinite series form for slabs of finite 
width having free edges (ill.). Except for the width, the con­
ditions of his analyses were the same as for those of 
Westergaard. The indicated distribution of the reaction pres­
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sure remains essentially the same as that described above. 
An experimental investigation of the reaction distribu­
tion has been reported by Spangler (1^, l6), The slabs tested 
were simply supported, had free edges, and were of finite 
width. They rani*ed in thickness from 2-1/2 to 12 in., in 
span from 3-1/2 to 10 ft, and in width from 5 to 20 ft. The 
distribution of the reaction was measured for many different 
positions and magnitudes of applied load, and for a variety of 
sizes and types of contact area* The measurements indicated 
the same type of peaked reaction distribution indicated by 
theory. Of the conclusions reached, the one of present in­
terest is that the effective width for shear at tiie edges 
(distribution of the reaction) is essentially the same for 
loads In all positions along a line perpendicular to the sup­
ports. ThJ. is, also, in accord with Westergaard's work des­
cribed above. 
Similar, more extensive tests conducted at the University 
of Illinois and including reaction measurements reaction 
distributions of the same (general type (17)* However, these 
results were not regarded as satisfactory because of excessive 
deflections within the reaction-measuring supports. It was 
shown both by the tests and by theory that this distribution 
is extremely sensitive to slight defloctions of the slab sup­
port (17, p. 68). Spangler's tests mentioned above were less 
subject to this error because of his methods of measurement. 
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On the other hand, the slab support in bridge floors is pro­
vided by relatively flexible beams, so the results of tests 
on rigid supports can only be qualitatively useful, at best. 
A relatively extensive. Ions-range program of investiga­
tion of the behavior of slabs in general, including slabs sup­
ported by steel beans, was undertaken at the University of 
Illinois in 1936# It has been continued intermittently to the 
present (1956). Various phases of this program have been re­
ported in one or more of a number of papers, to one of *^ioh 
reference has already been made (l?)* Those most pertinent to 
the present discussion are reviewed as follows* 
In a paper (18) discussing all the work done to that time 
(19514.) Newinark and Siess summarized the general method of at­
tack thus: "First, analyses were made to establish the vari­
ables and to aid in the planning of tests* Next, tests were 
made on laboratory specimens, usually scale models of highway 
bridges. And finally, recoironendations for design were devel­
oped, based on the results of both the analytical and experi­
mental studies." (16, p* 32), 
In the first analytical study reported, by Jensen, analy­
ses wore made by the classical procedure of obtaining solutions 
of Lagrange's differential equation for the deflection of a 
slab (19). Solutions for a number of special cases were de­
rived. Of these the most complex was a symmetrical system 
composed of a slab and of three beams* The solution for this 
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syatem be used directly in the design of such a bridge. 
The solutions were, in general, presented in algebraic forms 
consisting of infinite series of varying co^^plexity. Even 
though the cases studied were not extended to include struc­
tures of the usual complexity, it was stated that, "... by 
their very cumbersoraeness, (they) indicate that other methods 
of analysis should be applied and that, "... the formu­
las are not suitable for direct use in design ...." (19, p. 9)» 
In the next paper in the series, Newmark described a 
broadly applicable method of analysis primarily useful for ob­
taining numerical results in particular problems rathor than 
general formulas (20). "The essential features of the 
procedure are similar to, and derived from, the moment-
distribution method of analysis ..." (20, p. 8). And, "The 
procedure ... bears somewhat the same relation to other pro­
cedures and the formulas derived thereby as the moment-
distribution procedure for continuous frames bears to the 
slope-deflection method ..." (20, p. 6). 
In this procedure the first step is to divide the design 
load into components varying sinusoidally along the longitudi­
nal axis, that is, to express it as a Fourier series. It was 
shown that each component, each term of the series, can be 
handled separately and its effects found. The total effect, 
moment, reaction, or other function is, then, the sum of the 
component effects; as many components must be treated as is 
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necessary to obtain the desired precision* The method is not 
applicable if the beams vary in section or if the slab thick­
ness varies between beams. 
The dotermination of the effects of each component is ac­
complished through a distribution procedure using factors 
resemblia^ conventional stiffnesses, carry-over factors, and 
fixed-end moments. Derivations of these constants by applica­
tion of ordinary slab theory to a single panel were presented, 
as were extensive tables of such constants for panels of vari 
ous proportions. In each distribution procedure the number of 
"stiffness factors" needed for each panel la four, the number 
of "carry-over factors" needed is three. The paper included a 
detailed doocription of the procedure and numerical examples 
of its application. 
A useful tjeneral relationsaip emphasized in the develop­
ment of the method is that oaoh sinusoidal load oomponent pro­
duces moments, reactions, and deflections of the same 
sinusoidal form (20, p. 1^). 
In spite of the c^eat ingenuity of the method described 
abovo and in spite of its potential value as a research tool, 
it does not soem to bo suited to ijeneral use. This conclusion 
is indicated by the fact no instances of its application have 
been reported except in connection with the University of 
Illinois project. As part of the Illinois project it was used 
in the analysis of a series of 20 basically different bridges, 
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as reported by Newmark and Siess (21), Even though the method 
remains subject to the usual limiting assumptions, it was 
stated that: 
The detailed calculations for the effect of 
concentrated loads in I-beam bridges ore lon^ and 
tedious, and would servo no useful purpose if 
given here* The calculations were made by means 
of infinite trigonometric series, with as many 
as 16 terms being considered for some of the 
structvu:»e3 analyzed ••• In certain cases the 
slow convergence of the series made it necessary 
to estimate the effect of the terms in the series 
that were neglected. (21, p. 9). 
The bridges studied by Newmark and Siess were all alike 
in that they had five beams of the same size equally spaced, 
and in that the slabs were of uniform thickness. Beam spacing 
to span ratios of 0.1, 0«2, and 0*3 were used, and for each of 
those ratios several beam to slab stiffness ratios were analy­
zed. Moments were determined for each combination for many 
positions of a unit load, providing data for tho "influence 
surface" for each moment. Tliese influence values were then 
used to determine tho maximum values of tho various moments 
caused in each of over 50 structuros each havla?, a particular 
span and width and subjcct to the standard highway truck load­
ing. Tho resulting maximum values wore plotted and tho plots 
used in arriving at simplified recommendations for design 
use. The influence of Interior diaphragms botvieen the beams 
was neglected. The edge beams were assiuned to bo at the edge 
of the slab, and the effects of curbs, sidov/alks, and hand­
rails wore neglected. 
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A significant condition of the analyses was that the 
faces of the curbs were assumed to be at the ed.se beams, 
though some supplementary calculations were made with the 
curbs 2 ft outside of tho edge beams. This gave recognition 
to a variable that seoms highly influential in determining 
the loads carried by the edge beams. Among the maximum 
moments calculated, none was found to occur in an edge beam 
unless the face of the curb was 2 ft outside the edge beam, 
i.e., unless tho outermost wheel load could bo placed directly 
over the edge beam (21, pp. 38, 39)• 
Moments wore computed at nidspan instead of nt the 
theoretical point of maximum moment, 1.1]. ft from midspan, and 
it v/as pointed out that tho error thus Introduced was negli­
gible (21, p. I4.I). An important conclusion reached was that 
Poisson's ratio could be disregarded without serious error 
(21, p. l4). 
The resulting design recommendations neglected tho portion 
of the load that might bo carried directly to tlie abutments by 
tho slab, and were as follows. The fraction, k, of a wheel 
load to be carried by one beam when two or more lanes of 
traffic are present should be, when tho outer load is: 
more than 2 ft inside the edge beam 
k = — § —— , (1) 
+ .U2L/(10 YTT) 
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less than 2 ft Inside the edge beam, 
S  ^ ( 2 )  
it..4o + .2ivtiovir) 
In these equations, 
S = beam spaclns in feet, 
L = beam span in feat, 
H = ratio of beam to slab stiffness, ' -^5 • , 
I^s^s 
2 
B » modulus of elasticity of the beams, lb. per in. , 
I = moment of inertia of the beams, In.^, 
P 
Eg = modulus of olastioity of the slab, lb. per in. , 
I3 = moment of inertia of a one foot wide strip of the 
slab, ln«^ per ft 
These recommendations were based on the assumption that 
all the beams, composite or otherwise, would be of the same 
size. They also included the assumption that in T-beam struc­
tures the EI value for a beam would be determined from the 
transformed section consisting of the steel beam plus a full 
panel width of the concrete. It was emphasized that the EI 
values for both the slab and beams, but particularly for the 
slab are uncertain because of the usual variability of the 
modulus of concrete, because of the lack of homogeneity in a 
reinforced slab, and, in particular, because of the effect of 
hair cracks in the slab. 
To supplement the analytical investlsation, an extensive 
series of tests of model bridges was performed and reported 
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by Newmark, Sless) and Penman (22). "A principal object of 
the tests was to determine ii^ether the theoretical analysis, 
limited as it was by numerous assumptions* could be used to 
predict the behavior of the slab and beams in an I-beam 
bridge#" (18, p. 14^.). Fifteen quarter-scale models were 
tested, the span being either 5 <^2* 15 rt« the beam spacing l6 
in.« and the slab thickness 1-3/U Shear connectors were 
used in some* omitted in others* and the natural bond was 
deliberately broken in still others. The diaphragms used were 
small compared to those in the bridges reported on herein* No 
crown wns provided in the roadway. The edge of the slab was 
located at the outer edge of the flange of the outer beam, and 
no curb was provided. Thus, the amount of concrete acting as 
part of an edge composite beam was considerably smaller than 
that acting as part of an interior beam. 
The loads were applied through steel disks cushioned by 
sponge rubber. Strains and deflections were measured both be­
fore and after cracking* the strains of most interest in the 
present discussion being the longitudinal strains along the 
bottoms of the steel beams. These were compared with tuose 
predicted by the analytical method* and it was found that 
"The distribution of moments to the several beams as deter­
mined from measured strains was in excellent agreement with 
the distribution predicted by the analysis." (l8* p. lj.1). 
The actual measured strains, however, were up to 39 percent 
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greater than the computed (22, p. 115)» These discrepancies 
were largely attributed to unpredictable cracking of the slab 
and to the fact that in composite bridges the calculations 
assumed beams of equal size whereas they were actually not 
equal, as noted above* 
Cracking of the slab was found to have only a small ef­
fect on the distribution of the loads to the beams. And it 
was found that the effects of composite action were quite 
closely predicted using only the simple assumption that the 
beam stiffnesses wero increased to those of the transformed 
areas. 
Tlie principal conclusions and, in particular, the design 
recommendations from the Illinois project have been repeated 
in several other papers (23* 2l(., 2$, 26} • In one, the design 
reoommondation previously given, Eq. 1, was further simplified 
to 
k a S/^.5 (3) 
for both interior and exterior beams in composite bridges in 
which the outer wheel is assumed to come no closer than 2 ft 
from the edge beam (23, p. l60). In another, Newmark reviewed 
the project and emphasized several points of present interest 
(2i|.}. One of these was that the slab acts as a very effective 
diaphragm, so that it is unnecessary to provide additional 
diaphragms, except for construction purposes (2iv, p. 1002). 
Another was that the agreement betv/een measured and computed 
la 
beam strains was much closer for the 15 ft models than for 
the $ ft ones (2l^, p. 1003). 
Also presented by Nevfmark was a discussion of the nature 
of the loading on each beam when a concentrated load, P> is 
placed over one beam. As shown in Fig. 6, the total load on 
the beam directly under the load consists of the concentrated 
load and an upward distributed load* Tne load on the ot^er 
beams is distributed, only* It was stated that all the dis­
tributed loads are approximately sine curves (2l^, p. 1001)* 
Another papor reviewed the program with particular 
emphasis on the changes in the behavior of the bridges as 
their proportions were changed (25)# and still another parti­
cularly emphasized the design of the composite type structure 
(26) .  
During the time since the University of Illinois project 
was started, a few limited investigations have been reported 
by others* Hindman and Vandegrift reported measurements of 
the deflections, only, of some full-scale bridges that were not 
typical of the type under discussion (27)• They did emphasize 
the difficulties caused by temperature changes in actual 
bridges exposed to the vagaries of the weather* 
Lin and Horonjeff in one paper (28) and Clough and 
Schaffey in another (29) reported teats on a full-scale three-
girder bridge in vihich a center span was suspended from canti-
levered side spans. This bridge vias imusual in that when the 
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outer wheel was placed 2 ft from the curb it was actually 1 ft 
outside the edge beam instead of 2 ft inside it as assumed in 
the University of Illinois recommendations. Diaphragms were 
relatively small and were not in contact with the concrete 
slab. 
Difficulties in determining the modulus of elasticity of 
the concrete were reported because it changed with the weather. 
Rapid changes of air temperature and changes in the radiant 
heating effects of the sun were found drastically to influence 
strain and deflection measurements so tliat it was necessary to 
take "no-load" and "load" readlnf,s within a few minutes of 
each other. Still another source of difficulty was that the 
looal effects of concentrated loads distorted the readings of 
gages near the loads. 
In reporting the analysis of the data it was stated that 
the manner in which load is distributed to the 
girders by the slab and diaphragms Is indicated 
by the relative magnitudes of the bending moments 
acting in the throe tJirders at a given cross 
section 
(29, p. 9k.l)• This would seem to indicate that it was aosumod 
the variation of load along all the girders was the same. As 
discussed previously and indicated in Fig. 6, Newmark has 
shown the variation of the load along different girders to be 
quite different. 
It was concluded that the offoct of the diaphragms was 
relatively small. It was also concluded that the AASHO 
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specification method assuming simple-span slabs predicted the 
load distribution to the edge beams quite accurately. 
Foster has reported measurements made on six different 
60 ft span bridges having a 28 ft roadway supported by seven 
equally spaced stringers (30)* The slab thickness varied both 
laterally and longitudinally* As a result of this variation 
and of the typical difficulties encoimtered in full-scale 
field testing* no quantitative conclusions were Justified. 
Tlie major qualitative conclusion was to the effect that the 
type of diaphraf;n or even the absence of diaphragms had no 
discernible effect on tho load distribution. 
Similarly inconclusive tests have been reported by Wise 
(31)* No data were published^ but it was said (3X1 p* 130) 
that. 
The measured stresses were in excellent agree­
ment with the theoretical stresses. The basic 
elementary theory used for the static stress 
analysis assumed that the diaphragms were rigid 
and distributed the load in any lane to all the 
girders. The diaphragms were found to be 
completely effective. 
This result and this theory are both in complete disagreement 
with the results of all the other tests and analyses reviewed. 
For the sake of convenient reference the complete AASHO 
specifications applying to load distribution to the beams are 
included as follows (1, p. I67-I68). As noted previously, 
these sections of the specifications have remained essentially 
unchanged since around I923. The section and paragraph number 
ing and lettering are from the specifications: 
Section 3 - DISTRIBUTION 0? LOADS 
3.3.1* - DISTRIBUTION OP WHEiL LOADS TO STRINGERS 
AND FLOOR BEAMS. 
(a) Position of Loads for Shear 
In calculating end shears and end reactions in 
transverse floor beams and longitudinal beams and 
stringers, no lateral or longitudinal distribution 
of the wheel load shall be assumed for the wheel or 
axle load adjacent to the end at which the stress 
is being determined# For loads in other positions 
on the span, the distribution for shear shall bo 
determined by the method proscribed for moinont, 
except that the calculation of horizontal shear In 
rectangular beams shall bo in accordance with 
article 
(b) Bendln.'?, Moment in Strinr.ers 
In calculating bonding moments in longitudi­
nal beams or stringers, no longitudinal distribu­
tion of the wheel loads shall be assumed. The 
lateral distribution shall bo determined as 
follows: 
(1) Interior Stringers 
Interior stringers shall be designed for loads 
determined in accordance with the following table: 
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Kind of 
floor 
One traffic lano, 
fraction of a 
wheel load to 
each stringer 
Two or more traffic 
lanes, fraction of a 
wheel load to 
each stringer 
Concrete S S 
0.0 5.0 
If S exceeds 6,0 ft If S exceeds 10,$ ft 
- - -
see footnote^ see footnote^ 
« » • * « »  
S = avorago apacins of atrlni^ors in foet. 
^ In this caoo tlio load on each stringer shall 
bo tho reaction of the wheol loads, assuming the 
flooring between stringers to act as a simple beam. 
(2) Outside Stringers 
The live load supported by outside stringers 
shall be the reaction of the truck wheels, assumins^ 
tho flooring to act as a simple beam between 
strin^rers. 
(3) Total Capacity of Strinsers 
Tho combined load capacity of tho beams in a 
panel shall not be leas than tiie total live and 
dead load in tho panel. 
Section 9 - COMPOSITE BEAMS 
3.9.2. - EFFECTIVE PUNQE WIDTH 
In composite beam construction the assumed ef­
fective width of tho slab as a T-boam flan^^e shall 
not exceed the following: 
(1) Ono-fourth of the span length of the beam. 
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(2) The distance center to center of beams. 
(3) Twelve times the least thiclcness of the 
slab. 
For beams having a flange on one side only, 
the effective flange width shall not exceed one-
twelfth of the span lenjth of the beam, nor six 
times the thickness of the slab, nor one-half the 
distance center to center of the next beam. 
An unpublished tentative revision of tho AASHO specifica­
tions designated as T-l^-'^O has been considered by the Bridge 
Committee of the AAStiO. This revision would increase the 
denominators of the fractions in the preceding table; S/5 
would bo chan^^od to S/5*5» and S/6 to S/7« It would also re­
vise the article concerning outside stringers by requiring 
that they be designed for a live load not less than that 
specified in the table for interior stringers, i.e., S/5.5 
or S/7, Mo provision was made in the tentative revision for 
variation of the load on the outside strin/^er in response to 
variations In tho position of the curb face with respect to 
tho atrinf^or or to variations in any of the other soemin,!^ly 
significant quantities. 
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III. PROPOSED ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
As Indicated previously, the primary objective of the in­
vestigation was to develop an analysis procedure more 
generally useful than those presently available. It was men­
tioned that such a procedure should: 
1. tcUce into account more of the significant variables, 
2. be understandable to practicing engineers without 
special training, 
3. be brief enough for practical use, 
i|.. retain accuracy consistent with the accuracy of the 
data going into the analysis, and 
lend itself to future refinement. 
A new prooodure has been developed that seems to meet all 
these requirements in the analysis of simple-span bridges, and 
that may be useful in the analysis of continuous bridj^.es. It 
is, therefore, presented on the following pages and recom­
mended for use. 
A. Basic Procedure 
If the usual assumption that superposition la permis­
sible is made, it follows that when a bridge is loaded it may 
be regarded as passing to the fully loaded, stressed, and de­
formed condition in two distinct steps. First, the loads 
1^-9 
are applied while the beans are temporarily prevented from 
deflecting. This i^ivea rise to forces transnitted to the 
beams by the slab and to temporary reactions under the beams 
that are everywhere equal and opposite to the forces acting 
on the boaras. Pig. No net load acts on the beams and no 
moments are induced in thera. 
Second, the temporary reactions are removed and the ef­
fects on the beams of this removal are calculated. Those 
effects constituto, then, the total effects of the original 
loads. The effects of removing a temporary reaction are as­
sumed to bo the some as those of applyinjj an equal and oppo­
site force. Tliis entire procedure of superposition of 
effects is illustrated in Fig. 7 a fjroup of concentrated 
loads applied along the transverse centerline. 
Vflien concentrated loads are applied to the bridge, the 
temporary reactions, R^, may bo assumed to bo concentrated, 
uniformly distributed over some arbitrary length, or distrib­
uted in any other way indicated by present Icnowlodge or 
future developments, V/hen transverse lino loads are applied 
to the bridge tlie temporary reactions v/ould probably bo dis­
tributed in the same way as are taose for concentrated loads. 
When a uniformly distributed load is applied to the bridge, 
the temporary reactions, W^, would bo assumed uniformly dis­
tributed along the entire length of the beams. 
so 
mm 
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B* Assumptions 
In expanding the basic procedure to the evaluation of 
moments and deflections, various initial simplifying assump­
tions are made. It will be seen that these are all either in 
accord with present practicje or have been indicated by previ­
ous investigations described in the Review of Literature. In 
general, the assumptions are such that modifications can be 
made to improve results without changing the overall procedure. 
Future research and further experience with the method can bo 
expected to provide the information on v/hich to base :nodifica-
tions that will improve the assumptions. 
Tlio ossumptions are as follows. 
1. The beams and slab making up a bridge are regarded as 
separate entities even though some naterial may act both 
as part of a lomposite beam and part of the slab. The 
slab material included as part of a beam extends to the 
center of each adjacent apace or to the ed-e of tho 
bridge. Curbs are included. 
2. V/hen tho beams are temporarily prevented I'rom deflect­
ing, stop 1, tho reactions of the slab are those of a 
continuous beam of uniform width on rigid supports. The 
temporary beam reactions are the same as t se slab reac­
tions . 
3. There is no longitudinal distribution of tho temporary 
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reactions J when the applied loads are concentrated, the 
reactions are concentrated, also. 
1|.. The effects of the diaphragms are neglected. 
5» V/hen a concentrated load is applied at one beam, the 
resulting distributed I'orces actin^j on all the beams are 
distributed sinusoidally, as was sug-^ested by Nev/mark 
(214., p. 1001), Pis. 6, and by independent studios con­
ducted as part of the current project. V/hen a uniform 
load is applied along one beam, tiie distributed forces 
resultinj; on tho other beams are also assumed to bo dis­
tributed sinusoidally. 
6. The EI values for the beams are those of tho transformed 
composite sections. 
7« The EI value for the slab is that of the f^ross concrete 
section, ne,^loctin^ the reinforcenent. 
8. Tho slab carries no load directly to tho abutments, i.e., 
lonj^itudinal bondin/j in the slab is neglected. 
9 .  Torsion of tho slab and of tho beams is nej;lectod. 
10. Tho Poisson effect is i,^,nored. 
11. Tho maximum moment in a beam is assumed to be the maximum 
at tho center of the beam. 
12. The moment at the center caused by a load applied to the 
brid'^e at some other point, y, is assumed equal to the 
moment at y caused by the load placed at the center. 
13. To find the moment at y caused by a load at y, it is 
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assvuned that the moment diagram is composed of strai;^t 
line segments one of »vhich passes throu!]^"i zero at the 
end of the beam, passes through the value of the moment 
at the center, and is extended to the point y. 
C. Limitations on the Use of the Procedure 
The foregoing assumptions are believed to introduce rela­
tively small errors in the analysis of a bridge havinrj a span, 
beam spacin?, and slab thickness within the usual ran^-.es of 
thesD variables previously mentioned. The close a ;roemont 
between the ^ii'odictod and noasurod results reported subse­
quently tends to confirm this belief. Hov/ever, unusual struc­
tures may occur in which one or more of the variables or 
combinations of the variables is substantially lar",er or 
amallor than usual. Por some such structures the use of the 
proposed procedure based on the assumptions listed mi(-ht yield 
analyses excessively in error. For others the use of the 
method mi,':;ht yield results of acceptable accuracy, but a 
simplified procedure might bo found also to yield accontable 
results. The ran.r,e3 of the variables within v^ilch the use of 
the procedure is necessary and within which it yields accept­
able results are by no means established. The extreme condi­
tions can, however, bo qualitatively identified. 
At one extreme, as the span decreases or the beam 
spacing increases, thus as the ratio of the span to the 
spacing decreases, longitudinal bending in the slab must be­
come significant, contrary to assumption 8. If this ratio 
should become one, for instance, roughly half the load would 
be carried directly to the abutments through longitudinal 
bending. Among the bridges tested and analyzed with good re­
sults the ratio was as low as 3* Also, in the design of 
slabs supported on four sides it is common to ignore bonding 
in the long direction if the long side is as much as twice 
the length of the short side. It is suggested that the use 
of the proposed procedure bo similarly limited to the analy­
sis of bridges having slabs within the ordinary vanzo of 
thickness and having a span to spacing ratio of 2 or more. A 
very thick slab, hence a low value of H, would cause longi­
tudinal bending to become significant, also. Among the 
bridges tested the value of H was as low as 3, and the agree­
ment between the analysis and test results remained good. 
Pending further study, it la suggented the proposed procedure 
not bo used in analyzing bridges having values of H lower 
than 2. 
It seems probable modifications of the procedure can bo 
devised that will adapt it to the analysis of the unusual 
cases outside the limits suggested, but this has not yet been 
done. 
At the other extreme, as the span to spacing ratio be-
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comc3 vory lar^o, the effects of cross-bendin,-; of the slab be­
tween the beams must become insignificant and the assumption 
of a laterally rigid slab would bo justified. Tlio presence 
of a relatively tliick slab in combination with the 1 r :o ratio 
would intensify this effect. Conversely, when the slab be­
comes thin, particularly in combination with a srnall ratio of 
span to spacing tlie effects of the beam deflections should be­
come neglif-ible and sufficient accuracy be obtained by consid­
ering^ the effects of cross-bending, step 1, only# Only added 
exixjrionce with the procedure can establish the ranges of the 
variables within which these simplified assumptions could be 
used. 
D. L'lxpansion of the Procedure 
1* Slf^n convention 
Throu[;;hout this discussion upward forces and deflections 
will bo considered positive; downward ones net^ntive. ! oiner.ts, 
therefore, will bo positivo when thoy cause cotnprossion in 
the top of a simplo beam. 
2. The evaluation of temporary reactions 
Under assumptions 2 and 3 aV)ove, the temporary reactions 
(stop 1) are simply those of a beam of uniform width continu­
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ous over rigid supports. They may be evaluated through the 
use of any of the methods applicablo to the analysis of con­
tinuous beans. Moment distribution will probably be preferred 
in the (general case; it is widely understood and used and is 
readily adaptable to beams in which the cross-section varies 
or in which the spans are unequal. On the other hand, reac­
tion influence lines are most convenient when dealin^^ with a 
^roup of bridc^es having closely similar proportions. For 
Instance, all tho brid^ios tested had slabs of constant thick­
ness and had four beams equally spaced. Influence linos for 
tho reactions wore used in analyzinc them, and are included in 
the Appendix for convenient reference. The corresponding^ 
table of Influence values is included, also. 
For uniform or lino loads it becomes necessary to deter­
mine areas under the influence lines If they are to bo used. 
Tho equations of tho various sof.ments of the linos for use in 
dotermininf* aroao are also included in tho Appendix. 
3. Concontratod loads applied at beams 
'jVhen the ori;:»lnal loads are concontratod loads or line 
loads, stop 2 of the basic procedure requires the determina­
tion of the effects of applying a concentrated load at each 
beam in turn. The method 3ur5:';e3ted is developed as follov/s. 
a. Preliminary considerations. If y is used to desig­
nate a variable distance measured along a beam from one end, 
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the ratio y/L appears frequently, and It is convenient to lot 
r - i .  (W 
When a concentrated load, P, la applied at the center of 
a separate simple boam of unlforni section, the deflection is 
given by 
=  U T E i '  < 5 >  
the maximxin value, at r = 1/2, being 
A = • (6) 
"max 48 EI 
When a sinusoidally distributed load, 
Wj, = Wj^jjjjSin/rr, (7) 
la applied to a separate boam of vinlform section, the result-
inr, moments and deflections are distributed sinusoldally, 
also. 
"r = -"raax "4" (Oa) 
/r« 
( 8 b )  
In which, at r = 1/2, 
t2 
^''max "" ~^max ^2 * 
And, 
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3ln /rr. (lOa) 
~ ^ max (10b) 
in which, 
<^raax = «max-^ • 
TT EI 
It la convenient to lot 
—^ ^ (12) 
/T-^CI 
This quantity is tho niaximum deflection of a beam when it is 
noted on by a ainusoidally distributed load whoso maxinnun 
valuo is unity. In general it will have a different value, 
^A' each beam. 
When conslderino; the slab tho following substitution will, 
also, bo found convenient. 
<f, = , (13) 
in v/hioh Eglg repreaonts the product of the elastic constants 
for a unit width of the slab. Under assumption 7» for a unit 
width 
E 
Esia = -fa" ' 
in v/hich h represents the thicUness of tho slab. 
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b. General dlgcuaalon. iVhen a concentrated load is ap­
plied at a beam in a beam-and-slab bridge the bean deflects 
and pulls the slab alon^j v/ith it. The resulting tensile force 
acting between the loaded beam and the slab is distributed 
sinusoidally, accordiar; assumption 5» The application of 
this sinusoidal load to the slab induces reactions at the 
other beams toat are, also, distributed sinusoidally as was 
illustrated in Fig. 6, These slab reactions constitute loads 
on the beams and cause mononts and deflections that vary 
sinusoidally, in turn. 
Typical forces and deflections involved, those occurring 
when a concentrated load is applied at beam B, are shown in 
Pig. 8. It v/ill bo noted in Fi^. 8d that the final maximum 
deflection of the beam at which the load is applied, 
made up of two parts; whereas the corresponding deflection of 
the slab, Zbq, is assumed to bo puroly sinusoidal. Thus, 
v/hen the deflections of the beam and slab are made equal at 
the oenter they are not exactly equal at other points. This 
difference is an Indication of the error introduced by the as­
sumption of sinusoidally distributed forces. 
The typical system of Fig. 8 has, essentially, only two 
rodundants. Under the assumptions previously listed, removal 
of any two of the sinusoidally distributed forces would leave 
a statically determinate arrangement. The loaded beam v;ould 
simply deflect under the concentrated load without help from 
A B\ C ^ D 
\ ' i 
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the slab. Sinco each such distributed force removed is fully 
determined by a single constant, the determination of two 
constants renders the complete system statically determinate, 
also. Bridfjes liavina larger number of beams would, of 
course, have more constants to be determined, two less than 
the number of beams, to bo exact. 
Tlieoe constants can be evaluated through consideration 
of the central lateral strip of slab of unit width. Pig. 9* 
With the assumptions of no longitudinal bonding and no tor­
sion, each lateral atrip must bo in equilibrium under the 
action of the parts of the distributed forces acting on it. 
For the central strip these parts become the maximum values 
of tiie distributed forces, deflection of 
tlio central strip at each beam must be equal to the maximum 
beam deflection, ^BB» These forces and deflec­
tions, when the concentrated force is applied to each beam in 
turn, are fully identified in Pig. 9» 
Any valid procedure for the analysis of continuous boamo 
on olaotic supports is applicable in the analysis of the slab 
strip. The use of relaxation procedures loading to numerical 
solutions of one problem at a time may be preferred. At the 
other extreme it is theoretically possible to derive i;eneral 
equations for the desired values, but such equations were 
found to be unduly complex even for the relatively simple 
bridges considered. 
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For these bridges it is fo\ind convenient to carry the 
general derivations only part way, as shown below. Complete 
solutions for a particular bridge and loading are, then, ob­
tained after the numerical values pertaining to the particular 
case have been substituted into the partial general solution. 
c. Partial ftenoral solution. The analysis of the slab 
strip is made by reducin ; it first to a determinate condition 
by the temporary removal of two of the distributed forces. 
For instance, if B and D are renoved and a concentrated force, 
P, is then applied to beam A it v/ill deflect the full amount, 
PL3/lj.8EIy^, imrestrained by the slab. Fig. 10a. The deflection 
at C is zero, the slab is unstrained, and the deflections at 
B and D are as shown. Similarly, if the load is applied at 
beam C, the deflections will bo as shown in Pig. 11a. 
tloxt, if a oinusoidal load v/hoso maximum value is unity 
is applied to the slab at beam B, Pig. 12a, it is resisted 
only by beams A and C, at each of which the maximum reaction 
is -l/2. At A the resultinr^ maximum deflection of the beam 
and the deflection of the slab strip is and at C it is 
6(j/2. Applyin,', the momont-area principles, the deflection at 
B, and at D, ^^re obtained as shown. Pig. 12a, 
Similarly, if the unit sinusoidal load is applied to the alab 
at beam D, Fig. 12b, the force at A is +1/2 and at C it is 
-3/2. The rosultinc; deflections, and are as shovm 
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in Pig. 12b. 
When the load P is applied at A, the final condition is 
as shown in Pig. lOd, with initially unknown values of 
and Wp^ superimposed on the original condition. Pig. 10b, c. 
These values of and w^^ induce corresponding values of Wy^;^ 
and Wq^, To evaluate wg^^ and the results of the preceding 
analyses are superimposed in equations for the final deflec­
tions of B and D, as follows: 
p t 3  
= -"BA <5B = 95-EfX * "BA^DB ^  "DA^'BD-
^DA = -DA'fD = - 95%; ^ "BX'hB * "DA^DD* 
Solving these equations simultaneously yields: 
"DA 
PL^  A^p) , (17) 
^ (zfiB ^ 
^ = PL^ ^^Ab ^ ^I!)B) 
DA 96 EI^ ^ 
(18) 
By the reciprocal theorem, = z^g. Making this substitu­
tion, and letting 
^^BB ^*^0^ " ^'bd " 
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rf. ^ ^ 1 (20) 
^BA EIa^^ 2N 
"DA = "// ' '^P)> t"' 
and, from Pigs. 10 and 12, 
-AA = - ^  ^ 
3w 
w « »  = s  -  — -  .  D A  •  ( 2 3 )  
Oil 2 2 
When the concentrated load is applied at C the super­
position of dofloctions, Pig. 11, yields: 
^BC ~ "^BC *^B ® * "BC^DB * ''DC^BD ' 
^DC ~ ~^DC^D " 32^EIg * ^ BC'^iB *'DC''6D * 
Solving and reducing, as before, 
= rf w'PP * *^0 " ^ "BD (26) 
"BC •'^'14,8 EIc*< 2H ' ' * ' 
w = r( O **^8' ' 'bdI. (27) 
"DO 2N J 
And, 
w w 
Wag == - ^ ' (28) 
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^CC ^ ^  • ^29) 
When the concentrated force is applied at B the results 
are obtained by symmetry, as follows. 
^AB ^DC ' ^30) 
''BE ~ *CC * ^31) 
"CB ~ *BC ' ^32) 
''DB ~ ^AC • ^33) 
When it is applied at D, 
*AD " ''DA ' 
^BD = ^CA ' 
''CD ~ "'BA > ^36) 
wqd = WAA • (37) 
Thus, all the ainuaoidally distributed reactions acting 
on the slab and resulting from the application of a concen­
trated force to any beam are evaluated. The corresponding 
forces acting on the beams aro« of course* opposite in sign. 
Also, in a bridge analysis the general force, P, is replaced 
T by the appropriate reversed temporary reactions, -R , in turn. 
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h» Uniform loada applied at beams 
When the original loads are uniform along the length of 
the bridge, step 2 of the basic procedure requires the deter­
mination of the effects of applying a uniform load, W, at 
each beam in turn. Following an analysis paralleling that for 
concentrated loads# corresponding formulas are obtained, as 
follows• 
wba EI.^ ( 
.''dp ^ 
2M 
(38) 
, 5L3 ^ , - in - z' IM m 
2N 
) , (39) 
'AA 
w w 
- -OA -f IDA 
2 2 
(Uo) 
w, CA 
^BA 
2 2 ' 
(in) 
w, BC 3 -W(" 
LL? W^DD 
J8^ EIc^^" 
DD 
2N 
) , 
^DC ' ..W( 
^b )  .^DD 
(i|.2) 
(il.3) 
2 2 ' 
(ii4) 
w 
w CC 
B£ 
2 
3w DC (i+5) 
As in the equation for concentrated loads, in an analysis the 
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general load, V/, is replaced by the reversed temporary uniform 
reaction, -V/^, in place of -R^, Fig* ?• 
Beams of varying section 
Tlie preceding derivations are directly applicable only 
to bridges in which the beams are of constant cross-soction. 
However, they can be extended to bridges whoso beams vary in 
section quite easily by making the following substitutions. 
1. In the preceding derivations the quantity L^/1|.8eI is the 
deflection of a beam of uniform section caused by ono 
pound actin-; at its midpoint. For beams of varyin- sec­
tion this quantity is replaced in each ins banco by the 
appropriate numerical value of the doflection of tho boara 
of varying section, also for one pound at its midpoint. 
2. Similarly, tiie quantity 5l^/36i|£I is the deflection of a 
bean of uniform oection acted on by a uniformly distrib­
uted load of unit intensity. For beams of varying section 
it is replaced by tho corresponding nximorical values of 
tho deflections of tho boams of varyin^^ section undor the 
same load. 
3. Tlio quantity is defined as the deflection of a beam 
acted on by a sinusoidally distributed load whose maxiiaura 
intensity is one poxmd per unit of length. This defini­
tion is equally applicable to beams of uniform and varying 
section. The formula ^  " ih-/ IT fel for beams of uniform 
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section is, of course^ not applicable to beams of varying 
section. 
Some of the bridges tested contained beams of varying 
section, and the substitutions listed have been made in 
analyzing them. In other words, the variations in the beam 
cross-sections have been taken into account. 
6. Final values 
The final load on oaoh beam consists of the reversed 
temporary reaction for that beam, -R^ or and of a 
sinusoidally distributed force that is the sum of all such 
forces coming to the beam. Pig. 13• The moments in the beam 
and the deflections are those caused by this combination of 
forces. 
E. Detailed Procedure 
Summarizing the foregoing discussion, the successive 
steps in analyzing a bridge are listed below. An actual 
analysis is presented as an example in the next section, sec­
tion P, and the various steps in the example correspond to 
those listed below and are identified by corresponding numbers 
and letters* 
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= rL 
-R. 
^Ar RA J^C r^) -f-y^ Ajf s/n rrr 4^ TT^ 
-Rj^ LpCSr-^ r^ )" t^ cQs/n r^^  
4aai^  
"R. 
A^„ —• 
— 
^eAf^ r) -h ^a :^, s/n rrr 
4 TJ^ 
-Rr (3r-4r^) — s/n rrr  
^^ SETq 
-R 
c 
Mf- = R  ^ L (2r) S/n rrr 
4- 77  ^
Ar = - RJ if Or- 4r^) - y^c<^c S/n TTr 
-R^  W = " '^ OB '^ ^oc •*• ^oo) 
D 
Mp zz RoIi.(^ r) -s/'/? rrr j 
Aq ~ -Rptf C3r-4r^) — s/n rrr 
^^ etTo 
F tNAL  LOADS ON BEAMS 
CONCENTRATED OR TRANSVERSE L/NE LOADS 
F /O .  13  
7k 
1, For each brldp:e, all loadinp^s 
a. Compute the various constants for the beams and slab, 
EIa» ^a» Ist/®st» ®tc.. Calculation Sheets 
1 and 2, 
b. Compute the quantities occurring in the equations, 
^ "*• etc., 
Calculation Sheet 3* 
c. Combine the preceding to obtain values of the 
sinusoidal loads resulting from unit values of the 
concentrated force» P, or of the uniform load, W. 
w L3 ,/dd , 
*BA ^ N ^ 
etc*. Calculation Sheet !{.• 
2. For each loading: on a particular bridf^e 
a* Calculate the location, x, of each concentrated load 
within its particular slab spanj and calculate the 
ratios, x/3, needed in usin^, the influence lines, 
tables, or equations included in the Appendix. Or, 
similarly locate line loads or uniform loads. Read 
(or compute) the influence value for each temporary 
reaction caused by each given load, Calculation 
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Sheet 
b. Multiply the InTluence values by the corresponding 
load values, and add all the resulting reaction 
values to f,et the total temporary reactions, con­
centrated or uniform, caused by all the loads. 
Calculation Sheet 
c. f.fultiply the negative of each of the previously de­
termined distributed load per po\md values, etc., 
by the appropriate temporary reaction value reversed. 
Add all tho resulting distributed load values 
etc., at each beam to not tbe total distributed load, 
etc.. Calculation Sheet 6. 
d. Compute the maximum beam moments and deflections re­
sulting from the combination loading, Calculation 
Shoot 6. 
e. Compute momenta and deflections at points other than 
tho center as nooded. Calculation Sheet 7* 
P. Example Analysis 
The actual calculations for one of the bridges tested, 
the 25 ft bridge, for one particular loading, two 2000 pound 
axle loads side by side on the "a" and "d" lines defined in 
Pig. 20, are reproduced on the following pages as an example. 
Calculations for momonts and deflections along tho boams are 
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Calcu/af/on S/ieef' / 
Step /a 
Of mens/ons one/ properfies of br/d^e: 25 rr 
JLL 
a 
, ^slab 
7-pr 
^siub 
n.o._ 
^32 \ 
t 
< 
VI 
u 
i 
Sfee/: 
Area 5.0! 
Iq- 9Q.0 
1 
a H 
'^0 
Dep/h = // O 
Area 6.75 
^= /6/.Q 
Dep/h = "^6 
L = ^  fl- ^  tn. - 300 tn ; L/^ = 7S /n ; 1 /^4Q = Sb-ZSpotn  ^
51 /^33  ^- 35JGf/of //7-^ / LVtt 9.//90o)//7 j^ = astsOohr/^  
3 /f = 38.&3 in. 
£. •= ps/.; /7 - ; £- = 6g /?5/ 
Si-AB; /in. wide strip: Jl- /Cz.zS)'//2 = 0-949 ^ 
E^I = 3.e,a 0oTf-(.9'^9) = 3.4^9(10)^ 
cfs= ^5^4/3 = rJaeJ ^V^.osr/o}® = /6.sz(,o)-=' 
No. DiMENSfONS Aff£A Q. ^ Aq y. N,A lo^AQ^ 
/ 
f /0/)(G) 
< .^7s(e) ^4.0 0 
J 
0 4.4! 
/^0Q 
/052 
a Z.SS'C36.^3) I . <96.9 7/6 622 2.74- (^53 
Totals /^o.9 4.4-1 622 ZconcT" 30 30 
EIg = 
C^/ab. =-J:87_M. 
/. conc. — 74^3 />y. 
J?. {/o)^(^oso) = 
— yo^7//7. 
//. /4-OoY 
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Cofcu/af/on ShGe^ 2 
/o, continued Bridge: 25 
E^TER/OR BEAMS, A AND D 
No. D/MENSfONS Ar£a i y. g I -2 
I 
A. 
3 
(so.o)e 
Cs. o/) a 
43.S(Z- zsf//2 
Z.SS(tS.3t) 
40. / 
43.S 
/2.5Cz.f3)^/fZ 
2./s(s.aa) 
/o.e(s.zs)^//a 
J-.ZS/'J.J/) 
O.s (3. ZS)(o.5) 
TOTALS 
/^.5 
/o.e 
0.8 
/0 7. 7 
O 
6.50 
6.S6 
9.2S 
3.7/ 
4.38 
4.33 
[ lao 
76 9 
263 
82 
/OO 
472 
z. ta 
z. /a 
4^.87 
4'33 
/a 
795 
5 
59 
L cone. 
/O 
250 
/S 
2047 
I si. = ^^6 
- 3.(^80o)^(z.O47) = 7.52 (/of 
^CUfS ~ —6. SO fn. ^ —•^•.2^ jrLu f C5/~ • 9. a&^/nj_ 
•^c/^ curb  ^ / ^c/^ s/aii " *  — ~  
I 
L^4<3£I^  = 5G.z50d)/7.sz(iof = 7.48 (/o)'^ 
3L'^ /3S4 £l^ -=- 3s.iC,0of/7.s?0of= 66Qo)'^ 
cTo = LVtt'^ EI^  =93.^ 5dot/752Oof = IL9J^ I£)' 
L^/4A EIQ = 5G.Z5(fot/ / F .  /40of= 5.05(70)"^ 
EIq = 3SJE0OF//T.I40OF- 3. /epoT^ 
= c/^ - l^/rr^EI^ :=• 33JSOof/tt./4 0of - 7.4G Qo) 
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Ccf/cu/ctfion Sheet 3 
Bridge: 25 ft 
SfG/D lb 
Quonfifies occurring in equations 20-27 
From Fig, i2' 
2' - '^A ,'ic, <Ss- n.oeQo)-^  7.4-bOor^  /6.S2O0r^  -
- (2.7G-hj.ay ^ 2-75)(/o)'^  = v.aeOoT  ^
d'A .3<rc. cTs. n.obdor^ 3(7f6)(/o)'^ i&.Bz(ioyl 
^BD - /f. ^ /J. 4— 4. ^ /J. ^ ^ — 
= (-'2.7&'*-5.59-4.l3)0or^ = -L 30(10)'^ 
v-^yd-s = //o^r/orj S(7A&(lO)-% ,6.S2(fO)-^ = 
= (2,76 -f-zeje ^  ie.S2)(loY^=: 36, 06 (to)"^ 
For subsequeni- use : 
(z'oo^^o) ~ (36.06'f'fl.O6)(f0)-'^ = 
(ZB8'*'^B) - (73a^7.46){toy^ - /4.e4-(/or^ 
(Zoo-f-cfp-^Zeo) ~ <^7. /Z - /• 30)C/o)'^ = 4S, GZ (to)" ^  
C'^ae - (-i^e4i'i.3o)(ior^=^ '/3.s40or^ 
(^ oo -f-^ '9o)(/or^  = 5h0Z(/0)'^ 
3(ZeB ^ 4) -z'ao = <'<^•52  ^t.30)(l0)-^  = 4S.a2(l0r^  
By ecfuotion /9 
^ = (Zoo-^cfo)(Z0B = [(47J2Xi46^) -(i 3of](/0) = 
= (699.3 -t.7)(/0)'^ = J697_6f^22,~^ 
2/V = Z(697.6)(I0)''^ = t39S.2(lor^ 
t 
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Cafcu/a/mn Sheef- 4-
Bridc^e - 25 ff 
Sfep Ic ^ 
i^C>yj^ p(dgf Jp<3d5_ on sfub c.aus^d b>y_ P = t ^pphed: 
A f beam A, 
Y^Do^'^Df-'i-'nD)^ 7.4e(/oY^(45.8a)(id\t :,Arf,n\-^ 
» _ /  7 . 4 S O o r ^ ( - / 3 . 5 4 ) O o T j  
( 43£r^ / ^ V /3950OT ^  -
~  ~  ~  ( ^ O . S 6 ) 0 o f =  t L 5 3 0 o \  ^  
^CA- - 23 -/.09)(f0)' = y- O./^f/of^ 
Af beam G, 
, ^ / \{2,'pO*-'^0'^i'BD)^ 5.05(i0r^(t.y.0Z](l0)-i , 
f^-~l43/ErJ ' BN "-' /39S00)'6 "" ^ 
' - / \r^('^Bf^^^B)'i&oL^^0S(l0Y^{45.8Z\[l0]~i ,^r/,n\-^ 
K -' ^ 4aElJL PN J- /3950o)-(^ -.-
- f^)(to)^:^ (0.3Z'0.83)(I0T^ f 
Af beam Dj At beam 3, 
t^ 'oA = ^O.73(/0r^  iA/Aa=-t^ oc-
Wqp =m/c>?- •*• 0. /^OO)'^ i^ae-^cc -f-3-41 (iQ)"^ 
(A/ *cO — " 2, /O) tA/ 'cB — ^BC ~ ~ ^ ' 
t^OO- i-59(/o)'^ t/v'oe - i^/'ac = •f-o.09(i0r^ 
^ac 
^ The correspond/n^ loads adm^ on Me beams 
are equa/ /n ma^n/fucles Jbuf oppost iii it) r^ icyn':,. 
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Ca/cu /a t ion  shee t  5  
Bria/ge- 25 -ft 
Loddi E-4-OOO-i 
Arrangennenf of /octd: 
3 / / &  
S2 
cr arte/ c/ /inc.s 
J 
7—-J 
(7) ' @ 
^ /z \ /^ ^  
" i t 
(?) 
^ :3&^8 
^ /? 5^6 
5" 
e 
>-i 
C 
3" /ep 2a 
/NPLO£NC£ ORO/nates 
O 
Load /n -y / /N F L UEMCa ORDfNAre 
No SPA/^  /S ; ^ A __ 
/ BC 7.3/ •f-. 062 -./ae •h.030 
2 BC 3i. 3/ .a// -t- .030 -jae 904- •h.06Z 
3 CD .2Z5 OZ/ -96/ 
4- CD 3Z.GS - ,oto -h. O&O -Z^4' - i906 
Step Zb 
Temporary React ions 
Load 
No "AMOUNT ^a 
. 
... •-.. " . u 
/ 
-  2000 - /Z4- -f-/S08 •*• 37Q> -  GO 
-  2000 - 6C? I* 576 ^ /eoa -  /Z4 
J 
-  2000  ^1922 -f- 234 
- 2.000 •i- 2 O - /^C? -i- 4-88 +  / G / 2  
7b7"/^z.S -^SOOO - /Z2 -hieiG + 4594- •h i7/2 
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Calculation shoet 6 
B r i d '  2 5  
Load: 2-4000-1 
Step 2c a and d lines 
3/^t /so/oy^L Forces on B£:ams f  pp> f max. 
1 
- R^ I  Amount 
* • 
-^A _ \ ±122 
- R e  \-J3lb_ 
-RI \-4594-
... -• i l ' 
i  " 1 7 / 2  
- o .  1 9  
-3.01 
1 -f- 0.4I 
/• 0.30 
6./9 
- a. SO 
-f- 0.24 
- - -
-0.02 
" 3 .  a s  
-f- i5. G7 
- 4.21 
-a. o9 
y -  O s  / e  
- 7. 63 
2.72 
Totals \  -  t .  5 4 -  \ -  / .  7  7  -*• e.oe -4.64 
Step 2d 
MOMENTS, STRESSES ^ Sr^RA/z^s^ AJ\JD D£FL£cT/or^s 
M,=R^L/ '^  J ;  M = M,  ^  Mz 
s^t ~ /^^ sf ) s^i — fst/£s 
A, = -R^LV^aEI ; y 
A 
BE A M  
a C D 
X f\/tf ip Z _ S ' f  ^/3e>.z ^S44.G •  ^/ 23,4. 
\ •/; /4.0 ^ / 6 . /  - 73,7 -f- 44.1 
/V/ ip V- 4.3 V- /52.3 •^270.9 •^172.5 
fsf psi /90 42 50 75eo 6660 
6 i4S 2S7 22 7 
A/ m. 009 ',092 , _-. /2S _ 
- .0/ 7 -/•. o&o - .054 
in. 
-.oca f05 ',172 -.132 
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Locafion of points for mom enf: 
L - 300 in. 
= M, (2,r) M2sm nr 
0 
42 
T M 
73 i 14-
PofNT y II
 
2r Sin rrr M,(2r) 
B 
Mz sin 
E.Atyi , 
Mr- 5^t 
t ISO ,500 /.GOO /. GOO -9./ -*•14.0 -h4.9 /SO 
/ _ _  4a . '2S O .^A2Cy „ -^.6 - ^ 6 . 0  ^t3.4 J AO 
73 ^ ^^2GO, J-JO Tf 5.5 2 to 
3 .. •760 •9iO - 6 . 9  •h 13.0 6./ 240 
. , - , . , ,  • • - -
-
- •• •• 
Location of points for oief/ecf/on: 
0 (f) 
^7.5 
r* - -  -
= A, (3r-4r^) + As sin 77 r 
! /f^.s 
pi - - A 
Pot NT y r=:ij/i_ 
/5g, p. 500 
4 37. 5 , /P5 
5 75, ^ .250 
6 '375 

I 
S fep 
Mome^ 
A long 
AH moments m (10)^in.-lb. /\ll s^ressGs in psi. 
Beam 
Mi(2r) \M^sin 
-hiGJ i-l5Z,3 
/£GQ 
^ 8Z.G 70.9 
^ /03.7 t ne.i •^15.0 
jl Beam 
sin i Mr 
-jr.- [ 
1^5 5^ .^61 -73.1 \ -^ 270.3 
^ 65./ 
+ 115.5 
43 
79 
t l 3  
-f- 96.5 
1 ^ i7S.a 
Y^GI. 9 
~3f.^ 
-53.7 
-G8.5\  ^ / '93A 
Def 'LEc 
•A// c/efIec honz> tn ir 
,->r 
/.SOO 
.375 
.750  
t.izs 
•\  
4 r ^  
T" 
O. b'OO 
.008 
.OGZ 
. 2 / 1  
a ~ 
J'r -
/.ooo 
.3G7 
.e>&s 
.9/4 
5/r) TTr 
/ OOO 
.333 
.707 
.924 
A, (X 
7* 0.009 
-f- .003 
/ .006 
•f .006 
BEAM A 
5 / n  
~O.Ol7 
- .007 
-  . 0 / 2  
- . <9/6 
-O.OOB 
- .oo^ 
- .ooe> 
- .ooe 
A,ex. 
- 0.092 
- .03^ 
- .0^3 
- .08  ^
BE A M  <  
' 2^2 s/n 
- o. on 
~ .001 
- .oos 
-  .  0 / 2  

\ 
Co Icu/af/on she'ef 7 
S  B r / c / g € ' :  2 5  f i  
Loctd- 2' 4000~/ 
Moments, Stresses^ and a and d 
Alo/^g the Beams 
"e'sses in ps/\ /M! strains in OOT  ^ in. per in. 
r) 
;.5 
?.£ 
9 
Beam 
M^sinX Mr 
C 
LM 
'73.1 ^ ^2703 
-3/.^ I ^ 65./ 
-53.7 \ -h IZS.5 t 
-6<9.5: 
75e0 I 
/aao i 
ssoo I 
s^oo\ 
1 
Beam 
M, (2r) ! Ms s/n i Mr 
O 
258 ^IZ8.4\ ^ , 
63 ; / 3G.0 ! i- /8.9 
//9 J f- 66.8 ^ 32.2 I 
/<9^ ji / 9 7 5" ^4t.O \ 
I ! 
I 1 
t t 
1 
1 
i 
1 
! i 1 ! , 
1 
1 
1 
.. . .1 
•^/72.S 
 ^ 5'f .8 i 
/ ^^.o 
f /33,S 
.  i  ^st 
6660 i 227 
2 / / 0  i  72 
ja20 1 /30 
^S. 50 1 /es 
DEFL£Cr/ON3 ALOisfG rHC BeAMS 
jf/eciton^. m inches. 
Beam B 
A,ex. 1 Apsin Af^ AjCi 
03 -0.092\ -0.0/3 - 0. /05 -0.232 
0^ - .034^1 - .005 - .039 - .085 
06 
- .<963 j ~ .oos - .072 - . /e>o 
08 - .od^\^ - .0/2 - .096 - .2/2 
Beam C 
Ap sin ! A r 
^ • \ 
-t 0.060 \ -0./72 
0.023 j - .002 
> o.o^2 - . tia 
BE^ M D 
A,ct IAsin k ' i 
-o./2a 
- .0^7 
- .083 
• -  . 1 5 7  \  -  . / / 7  
o. 05^ 
.OZi 
Ar 
- 0.182 
- .0^8 
- .038\ - ./26 
I 
- . 030 j -.10)7 
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included. Calculation Shoot 7> though in practice these would 
seldorn be required. Also, it will be noted that the calcula­
tions on sheets 1 and 2 aro essentially those that would be 
needed in the most simplified analysis. Thus, Calculation 
Sheets 3» and 6 include the calculations that would 
ordinarily be needed, and that are peculiar to the proposed 
method. 
0. Effocta of Crown and of Longitudinal Distribution 
One effect of tlio crorm of the roadway is to cause moro 
than half the load on a truclc to bo carried by the outer 
T/heols and less than half by the inner ones. While a rela­
tively small effect, it is easily taken into account by 
adjustin?^ the loads used in the calculations, and this has 
been done in the analyses for which the results aro reported 
aubsequontly. 
Asaumption nuinbor 3, that there is no longitudinal dis­
tribution of the temporary reactions can, also, bo improved 
upon rather easily. While the exact extent of longitudinal 
distribution of these reactions is not known, the assumption 
of a zero length seems to be at one extreme, and any reason­
able value would be an improvemei.t. As a first approximation, 
the effective slab width, L^, currently specified for the 
design of slabs for moment has boon used (1, p. 170)• For 
ek 
the highway bridges, usin^ a truck with tanden-axlos. 
Le = .063s + i4..65 . (U?) 
For tlie laboratory bridges tho equations become: 
with a single axle. 
Lg — til-S + 1*2^ f (UO) 
with tandem axle3» 
Lj. = .063s + 1.55 (U9) 
In theoo equations S and aro to bo rnoasurod in feot. 
If tlie load, F, is assumed to be uniformly distributed 
over this length, Lg, tho maximum moment booomes: 
Tho distribution has no sirgiificant offect on the beam deflec­
tions, henco has no elToct on any of tho calculations except 
that for This distribution has, also, been taken into 
account in the analyses. 
V/hon those tv/o refinements aro mado in tho preceding 
example, calculation shoots $ and 6 aro changed slightly, as 
shown on calculation sheets 8 and 9. Calculation sheet 7 
would not be changed except for moments at points within the 
length 
(50) 
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Ca/culoition sheet & 
Bridge: 25 ft 
Load: 2. -4000 ~ / 
a and d lines 
Arrangement of toad.' Corrected for crown 
© 
3_ 
/G 
Q) ,e sH (-3 
T~T--i -r 
36 '<3 ^..sexfs ^ 
/9 % /9 
B 52 
-H 
£) 
5 / e / 3  2 a  
Influence onotnates 
Lo/\o /n ^ / !  /NFLUEr^CE OROtNATE 
No Span oc /^s ! f^ A t^ B 
/ BC 73f 0J89 V0.0G2 -0.904 -o./ee -f 0.030 
2 BC \j-^g3o -_.J6Q - .90<f- .062 
3 CP a. 69 .225 I ' . O Z /  J 2^ - .96/ - ./^2 
4- CD 32.69 .646 1 - . OiO •h .060 - .24  ^ - ,eo6 
Step 2b 
Temporary React/ons 
Load 
No ,  A mo unt J^a 
/ 
- _ 
-2000 -  /24 -t-isoa -f- 376 - 60 
2 
-2000 - 60 i -  376 -h /6oe - 124-
3 
- / 9 0 0  •^40 - 236 •^/626 
4-
- 2 / 0 0  -h 2t -  / ^ 6  y  5 / 2  ^1633 
Totals -/23 1622 •*4522 y- 1773 
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Colcul afion shoe-f S 
B r / d g Q  :  25 -fi 
Load'' 2- 4000-1 
Stop 2c Corrected for crotvn, a and d //ne3 
Sfr^oso/OAL foRc£S ON Beams i ppi, MAX. 
1 
- r - -  _ i  
AMOUNT ^A •^c 
^  i Z 3  - O. 20 + 0.30 - O. 02 - O.OS 
-^a ' / 8 2 3  -3.OS -f- G.2S - 3.37 •hO. /6 
-
-4522 -t 0,4t " e.37 V- 15.4-Z - 7 5/_ 
- / 7 7 S  •f- 1.30 -t- o.as - 4.38 -*•2.65 
TOTALS 
- /. S2 - /. 60 + 7. 65 -4.61 
Step 2d 
Momentsy Stresses j Stra/hsj and 0£fl£cr/o/^s 
M,:: M^-'WL^/tt^ ; M = M, 
s^t ~ /^ sf i s^i ~ f^ sf/^ s 
A, = -R^Ly^&£I ; As - i-^ cf ; A -
B e a m  
a ' _C D 
X Mf ip 
.Z..P,P. J - / 2  9 . 8  •^322,0 
ip V- 13. 9 J'_J4'h_ _-_69.e •h 42.0 
M ip V- 5.! 144,4- y- 2BZ.2 •*-/68.7 
^sf psi BOO 4030 105 O 65JO 
7 J 3 7  ^39 222 
A/ in. •^0.009 -0.032 - 0. 228 -0./33 
As it^A 
-  . 0 / 7  -  . 0 / 2  •h .057 - .05! 
A in\ 
- .ooa - J04- -  J 7 I  - ./84 
Correc/ing for disfribufion^L^-dOin., 
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IV. TESTS 
As indicated previously, no truly exact method of anal­
ysis of beam and slab bridges is available as a standard; 
hence the value of any proposed method can only bo determined 
by comparinf; predicted strains and deflections with those 
measured in actual brid^^es. Such measurements have been made 
on four bridges, two full-size stmictures in use on a highway, 
and tv/o one-third-size bridges in the laboratory. The highway 
bridges were designed and built before the testin,^ project was 
conceivedJ honce they v/oro not specially controlled. Also, 
the field tests wore subject to difficulties and errors re­
sulting from the distance to them, the necessity for setting 
up and takia:j; down equipment each day, shortages of time and 
personnel, the size of the loads to be handled, traffic, rapid 
changes in tompernture, and bad weather that could be 
eliminated or reduced in the laboratory. Consequently, the 
laboratory bridges were donl7,nod, built, and tested. 
A. Descriptions of Bridges Tested 
The bridges tested are all alike in some ways. Each has 
four longitudinal beams equally spaced, the centerlinos of 
the edije beams being approximately 6 in. from the faces of 
the curbs in the hir^hv/ay brid/^es and 2 in. in the laboratory 
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ones. All have shear connectors welded to the upper flanges 
of the beams to help produce composite action of the steel 
and concrete, and all have relatively massive composite end 
dlaphra:;m3. Intermediate diaphragms are relatively small and 
are not composite. Curbs are of essentially the minimum per­
missible size. They either have no handrails or relatively 
li'^ht handrails that are judged to have a negllcible effect on 
the behavior of the bridge. 
All the bridges were built of the usual materials, mild 
stool in the beams and reinforoin^^, and "class A" concrete in 
the slabs and integral curbs. The usual avora.je modulus of 
elasticity for steel, 29,i|.00,000 psi, has been used. A 
modular ratio, n, of 8 has been used, giving 3>680,000 psi as 
the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. For these raatori-
als it is common practice in deolp;n to use a value of 10, re-
floctln;-^ the 28 day strength of the concrete. The value of 8 
was chosen because ttio concrcte v/as much older, 6 months to 3 
years, than 28 days when tested. Auxiliary analyses have 
shown that tiie predicted maximum strains are not senoitivo to 
the anoumed value of n. 
1. Illfihway bridges 
Those tv/o bridges have the same roadway width, 30 ft, 
the same curb dimensions, and the same crown, Pig. li].. The 
spans are 1^.1,2$ ft and 71*25 and the beam sizes are 
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different, accordingly. Fig. The beams rest on bearing 
plates that are curved to provide for rotation at the ends. 
Tlie plates at one end can slide to provide for expansion and 
contraction. Partial length cover plates are welded to the 
lower flanges of the beeuns; so their moments of inertia are 
not constant. 
The slabs vary slightly in thickness in the transverse 
sections. In the longitudinal sections the slab of the longer 
bridge is constant in thicknoss, but that of the shorter one 
is varied to compennato for dead load deflection. Fig. 1I4.. 
An avera;*o thickness of 8.07 in. has been used throughout for 
the 71*25 ft bridge. An avera^^e of 8,63 in. has boon used in 
computing the ig quantities for the ii.1.25 ft span, but the 
actual tliicknesses have been usod in computing the moments of 
inertia of the beams. The primary reinforcomont of the slabs 
consists of 3/14. in. round straight bars at in. center to 
center in both the top and bottom. According to the design 
drawin',3 those bars were to have been placod at an avora-,0 of 
2 in. from ttie surfacos to the centers of the bars. Limited 
exploration disclosed, hov/evor, that they are actually severe­
ly displaced in the completed bridges. Longitudinal rein­
forcement consists of 13 3/h in. round bars in each space 
between beams. Of these, 7 are near the top surface and 6 
are near the bottom. 
Visual inspection of the two bridges Indicated a "built-
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in" condition at the supports resulting from expansion of the 
approach pavements and from pouring the concrete of the abut­
ments against the edges of the bridges. This condition, along 
with the sliding plate supports, was expected to cause end 
restraint in the beams and consequent reversals of the bending 
moments. 
The moments of inertia and other properties computed on 
the basis of the foregoing data and of the assumptions listed 
in the preceding chapter are given in Table 2. In this table 
the symbols used are those defined in the preceding chapter. 
Also included are the equivalent slab widths, Lg, computed by 
the AASIIO specifications (1, p. 170). 
The original calculations and design drawings for those 
bridges are on file with the Iowa State Highway Commission, 
Amos, Iowa. The i|.1.25 ft brid-je is designated as design no. 
38I1.5, file 117i|ll.; the 71.25 ft one is design file 117i4|.. 
2. Laboratory bridges 
These two bridges have the same roadway width, 10 ft, the 
same curb dimensions, and the same crown. Pig. 1$, These 
dimensions are one-third the corresponding dimensions of the 
highway bridges. No other dimension of the laboratory bridges 
is scaled from the full-size. Instead, they v/ere independent­
ly designed for use as test specimens. 
The tv/o spans, 10 ft and 25 ft, were chosen as being near 
Table 2. Properties of bridges tested 
Bridge, span, ft 10 25 Ul.25 71.25 
Span, L, in. 120 300 1*95 855 
Beam spacing, S, in. 38.63 38.63 116.25 116.25 
Equiv. uidth, Lg 
Single axle, in. 30 30 90 90 
Tandem axles, in. la U2 126 126 
Slab thickness, h, in. 2.19 2.25 8.63* 8.07 
is> - S3/Bals» (10)-3 in.2/lb 17.90 16.52 7.98 9.75 
Ratio, Iint.'^ext.*^ 1.33 1.1*8 1.68 1.65 
B A B A B A B A 
Beam Int. Ext;. Int. EXE7 Int. ^xt. Int. ESctT 
c U I at center, in. 
I at end, c in.U 
EI at center, (10)° Ib-in.^ 
EI at end, (10)9 Ub-in.2 
^st./®st. at center, to.3 
§nd, ln.3 
Deflection caused by: 
1 lb at center, I^/lifiEI, (10)"^ 
(l)3in7Tr lb/in,, i, (10)-3in. 
67.2 50.6 379 256 16,600 9,900 1*5,500 27,500 
— ... 10,000 7,750 35,900 19,600 
1.98 I.h9 11.11* 7.52 1*88 291 1,338 811 
__ __ 
35.8 
292 228 575 
8.20 6.5U 25.9 620 395 i'Mi 928 
— 372 311 1AQ5 633 
5.1 3.9 10.7 7.2 5.0 3.0 9.7 5.9 
. 1.82 2.1i2 5.05 7.1*8 .527 .898 .989 1.61* 
1.08 l.li3 7.1*6 11.06 1.29 2.21 1*.15 6.78 
^At center,varies to 8.00 at ends. 
^I at center. 
^Equivalent all-steel section. 
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tho extremes for which this type of bridge might be used. The 
slabs were made relatively thin, 2-3/l6 and 2-l/lj. in., in line 
with a trend toward the use of thinner slabs and to give a 
greater range of beam to slab stiffness ratios. The relative 
size of the interior and exterior beams was intended to be 
about the same as in the highway bridges, but the beams were 
made somewhat smaller than would be obtained by scale reduc­
tion. This was done in anticipation of the possible use of 
less conservative specifications and to increase the strains 
and deflections measured. Tho as-built sizes differed some­
what from design sizes. The as-built sizes are shown in Pig. 
1$, and the resulting properties are given in Table 2. These 
were, of course, used in tho analyses. 
Tho primary slab reinforcement consists of 0.20? in. di­
ameter smooth rods at 2 in. center to center for both positive 
and negative moment. Every third bar is straight in both the 
top and bottom. Tlie two intermediate bars are trussed. 
Longitudinal reinforcement consists of 6 bars per panel, all 
near the bottom. The cover is 7/l6 in. to tho center of the 
primary reinforcemont at both faces. This arrangements of the 
reinforcing uses only about one-half the weight of steel that 
would be required if it were simply scaled dovm from the full-
size bridges tested. 
The beams are constant in cross-section and are supported 
at the ends by vertical steel rods having machined clevises 
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and ground stoel pins 5/8 in. in diameter at each end. They 
are thus relatively free to rotate and expand without the ac­
cidental restraint of abutments and sliding plates. By plac­
ing strain gages on the rods the reactions can be determined. 
Longitudinal and lateral support are provided by similar 
hinged rods offering minimum resistance to deformation. 
The weight of one-third-scale models is reduced to 1/2? 
of that of prototypes made of the same materials. To obtain 
the same dead load strains and to obtain dead load deflections 
reduced by the scale factor, the weight of the models should 
be 1/9 of that of the prototype. Tlio models, therefore, are 
only 1/3 as heavy as they should be for similarity of those 
effects. Tliough no dead load effects wore measured, the de­
ficiency in tho weight of the laboratory bridges was approxi­
mately made up by hanging concrete blocks from the slab. This 
was dono to seat the reaction rods and to increase all initial 
gage readiness so that slight reversals caused by tho live load 
would not cause actual reversals but would leave oach net 
strain or deflection always of the same sign. 
B. Loads and Positioning of Loads 
1. Field test loads 
The test loads for tho highway bridges consisted of a 
single commercial semi-trailer truck loaded with pig-iron to a 
total of 98,000 pounds. Because it war. not possible to move 
the fully loaded truck over the highway, it was necessary to 
load and unload it at each bridge. As a result, the distribu­
tion of the weight was not the same for tho two bridges. The 
total load was determined by beam scale weisliin^s of the par­
tially loaded truck and of another truck hauling pig-iron. 
Weighings of tho fully loaded truok at each site had to be at­
tempted, however, to determine the distribution to tiie axles. 
This was done with calibrated hydraulic jacks# Tho total 
loads obtained from the jacks, 100,000 lb and 105»000 lb, did 
not a.'^^reo . ith that obtained from tho scale v/eigliings. The 
jack roadinr;s were, tiion, reduced proportionately so that tho 
totals did agree. The resulting axle loads and the critical 
dimensions of the truck are shown in Fig. 16. 
The truck v/as positioned on tho bridges by moans of 
systems of lettered and numbered lines painted on tho roadway. 
The lettered linos wore parallel to tho dlrootion of motion, 
thus they determined tho lateral position of tho truck. V/hen 
it was moving along tlio "a" lino its outer tiros woro tight 
against one curb, etc. The locations of those linos and of 
the truok when in position along oaoh in turn are shown in Pig. 
17* The numbered lines ran across tho roadway and represented 
longitudinal positions at which the truck was stopped as it 
was moved along one of the lettered lines. Normally the truck 
was stopped y/itli the rearmost axle at a numbered lino. Hence, 
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its position at any such stop is fully indicated by a letter 
and a number. For instance^ "b-2" indicates the truck moving 
along tho "b" line and stopped with the rearmost axle at the 
"2" line. 
On the l|.l ft bridge a few stops were made v/ith tho front 
tandem axle at a line. These were indicated by the suffix 
"a", as "b-2a", etc. Also on the 1^.1 ft span, most of the runs 
were made v/ith the truck headed North, but a few were made 
with it turned around. These were indicated by the suffix 
"S", as "b-2-S", etc. The locations of the numbered lines and 
of the various nxloa as the truck was stopped at each in turn 
are shown in Pigs. 18 and 19. 
Because of the crown of the roadway the truck was not 
level in any of the lateral positions used. Hence, more than 
half of each axlo load v/as carried on the outer wheels and 
less than half on the inner wheels. The amount of the chango 
from one-half depends on tho difference in elevations at tho 
two whools and on tho height of the center of gravity of tho 
load. Tho theoretical differences in elevation have boon de­
termined from tho design drawings, and the height of tho 
center of gravity was estimated to be 5 ft. The resulting 
divisions of the axle loads to the wheels in each lateral posi­
tion are tabulated as part of Fig. 1?. 
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2, Laboratory teat loads 
Simplified model trucks wore used to load the laboratory 
bridges. Each of thoso trucks consists of a structural steel 
framework carried by either one or two axles. Each axle mounts 
four l|.,00-8 tires, two at each end corresponding to the usual 
dual tire arrangement. Each of these tires is very nearly a 
true ono-third-scalo model of a 12:00-24 tiro, a size used on 
very heavy trucks. The pressure used in the model tires is 
100 psi, approximately tho same as in the full-scale, as it 
should be for similarity. 
Tho distance center to center of the dual tires is 2 ft, 
one-third of the usual full-size spacing of 6 ft. When two 
axles are used they are spaced 1 ft 5 in. apart, one-third of 
tho common full-size spacing of i|. ft 3 in. 
The model trucks wero loaded by stacking stool bars 
(scrapor blade edgos) on tho framework until the desired 
wei/r^t was obtained. The trucks wero weighed empty and each 
bar was woi;^hed as it was added to the load. Tho total weight 
was thun obtained by addin:^ the weights of the truck and of 
the bars used. The capacity of the tires is such that a load 
of i^-OOO lb per axle can be and was used. This corresponds to 
a full-scalo axle load of 36,000 lb. 
The model trucks were positioned by a system of lines en­
tirely similar to those used on the highv/ay bridges. Pigs. 20 
and 21. As in the highv/ay bridges the crown caused more than 
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half the load to be carried by the outer tires. When a truck 
is loaded to i|.000 lb (one axle) the center of 3ravity is es­
timated to be at 21 in, V/hen it is loaded to 8000 lb (2 
axlos) the center of gravity moves up to 2l|. in. The resulting 
distribution of the axle loads to the wheels is tabulated as 
part of Pig. 20. 
C. Instrumentation 
Strains and defloctions wore measured at a number of 
points in each brid:o for each arrangement of loads. 
"SR-V, typo A, electric resistance strain ;;n,~e3 were 
used throughout. At each brid3e these were assigned numbers; 
the locations of these gardes by number are ^iven in Pisa. 22, 
23, 2lj., 27 and 28. In the field tests speed in taking readings 
was essential, so most strain r.aso readinf^s were obtained by 
means of a hQ channel automatic switching and reoordins unit. 
A few ^a£;o3 were read by means of the usual Baldwin-Southwark 
"K" unit. The numbers of those include the prefix "A", Pij^s. 
22 and 23. In the laboratory all readin-^s wore made usin!^ a 
"K" unit. 
Deflection [^ages were all of the dial type, independently 
supported from the ground or floor. On those placed under the 
beams one dial division corresponds to 0.001 in. deflection, 
whereas on those under the slab each division corresponds to 
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0.0001 in. deflection. The deflection i^a^^es, also, were as­
signed numbers at each bridge. Their locations were as shown 
in Pigs. 25, 26, and 29. 
D. Tost Procedure 
Tlie test procedure was essentially the sanie for all the 
brld)?,03. After the load was iTepared and the instruments were 
in place and ready to operate the truck (or trucks) was posi­
tioned along ono (or more) of tho lettered linos, but Just off 
tho span. A sot of "zero" or no-load roadin^'3S was takon or 
recorded on tho automatic machine. Then tho truck was moved 
along tr.e line, stopped at the various numbered lines, and for 
each stop a nev/ set of roadinf;s taken or recorded. Finally, 
the truck was moved off tho spon and a final set of no-load 
readinrjs (sometimes called "re-zeros") was made. In the 
laboratory, conditions were so stable many of tho zero read-
infis were omitted. 
After the readings were made they v/ere converted into not 
strains or deflections by subtracting the proper "zoro" road-
in^js from the various readin/.is taken with tho load in place. 
On the charts from the automatic machine this subtraction was 
performed simply by scalin/^ the distance between the mark made 
with no load on the bridt^e and that made v/hen the load was in 
place. 
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V. RESULTS 
The results to be reported consist of the predicted 
values of strains and deflections and of the corresponding 
measured values. The two types of results are described 
separately in the followinr^ pages, but they are plotted to­
gether in the subsequent figures to facilitate comparisons. 
These figures are of three types, as follows. 
1. Influence lines for the strains ajid deflections at the 
centers of the spans. Each of these shows the variation 
of a particular strain or deflection as a particular load­
ing is moved laterally across the bridge nt or near mid-
span. 
2. Deflection diagrams each showing the simultaneous deflec­
tions at the center of the span of all the beams in a 
bridge when a load is in a particular lateral position at 
or near midspan. 
3* Strain and deflection diagrams each showing the variation 
of the strain or defloctlon along a beam when two trucks 
of a particular type are side by side at or near midspan 
and in the AASIlO specified lateral position. 
In the AA3H0 specified position the two trucks are side 
by side, 10 ft oonter to center with the outermost wheel 2 ft 
inside the face of the curb on the full-size bridges, and 3 ft 
1|. in. center to center with the outer wheel 8 in. from the 
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curb on the laboratory bridges. 
It should bo noted that botli the predictions and measure­
ments include truck positions in which the outermost \nriieel is 
a'^,ainst the curb. These are outside the specified position and 
are not considered in subsequent comparisons. 
In the figures a solid line is used to connect points pre­
dicted by the proposed method, a dashed line to show values 
predicted by the AASflO specifications, and a dotted line to 
show values predicted by the T-15 specification. Points ob­
tained from test data are circled or, if a correction has been 
applied, are circled and starred. Y/here curves have been 
drawn through observed points, a lii^ht solid line has boen 
used. 
A. Predicted Results 
The proposed method of analysis doacribed in Chapter III 
has boon used to calculate the strains and deflections to bo 
expectod in each beam of each brld.'ijo tested for a number of 
different lateral positions of the loads. Each bridge and 
loading has, also, been analyzed accordinj^; to the AASHO 
specifications and according to the T-15-50 tentative revi­
sion of those specifications. The results predicted by the 
proposed method are presented first in the form of Influence 
lines each showing the variation of a particular strain or 
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deflection at midspan as the load is moved laterally across 
the bridge in a position at or near the center of the span. 
Pigs. 31-Sh» Analysis under the specifications does not, of 
course, provide results that vary as the lateral position of 
tlie load varies. It provides only a single value for each 
beam that is intended to be the maximum that can bo expected 
in that beam for any lateral position of the load. Results 
predicted by the specifications are indicated in each figure 
by short dashed or dotted lines, or are written in parenthe­
ses if they are outside the ran'.e of a particular chart. Thene 
are comparablo to the maximum values obtained by the proposed 
method or by tost as long as the outer wheel is 2 ft or more 
inside the curb on the hiijhway bridges or 8 in. on the labora­
tory ones. 
The 10 ft and 2$ ft bridges have been analyzed and the 
influence linoo drawn for the followin,'^ loads. The load posi­
tions, as defined by line numbers and letters, are as shown in 
Pigs. 20 and 21. 
1. One sin.^le-axle truck weighing I4.OOO lb, at line Pigs. 
31# 32, 39# and l|.0. 
2. Two 1|.000 lb single-axle trucks side by side, k.0 in. center 
to center, at line 5» Pigs. 33» 3kt ^1» and 1^.2. 
3. One tandem-axle truck v/eighing 6OOO lb, at line If, Pigs. 
35, 36, Ij.3, and 
I],. Tv/o 8000 lb tandem-axle trucks side by side, ij.0 in. center 
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to centery at line if. Pigs. 37> 38* and i].6. 
The 1|.1.25 ft and bridges were analyzed and influ­
ence linos drawn for the follov/ino loading conditions. The 
load positions, as defined by lino numbers and letters, are as 
shovm in Figs. 17, 18, and 19* 
1, A single truck of the same dimensions and weights as the 
one used in testing, at line 2, Figs. I4.7, i|.8, 5l» and 52. 
2. Two such trucks side by side and 10 ft center to center, 
at line 2, Pigs. i|.9, 50, 53» and 
In addition to tho above, each bridge was analyzed for 
symmetrically placed trucks, that is, for two trucks at various 
equal distances from the longitudinal center lino. Under no 
condition did tho symmetrical arran,^,oment cause the largest 
strain or deflection; therefore the influence lines are not 
included. 
Some of tho predicted deflections are presented in center-
of-span deflection diagrams. Pigs. 55-62, Each of these shows 
the simultaneoun midgpan deflections of all the beams in a 
bridge caused by a load in a particular position. Analysis ac­
cording to the spoclfioatlons does not provide for changing the 
lateral position of the loads, as previously discussed; there­
fore no result predicted under the specifications is shown in 
these figures. 
Finally, the variation of the strain and deflection along 
an interior and an exterior boam of each bridge is shown. Pigs. 
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63-70. The results presented are those obtained when two 
trucks at or near nidspan are in the AASIIO specified lateral 
position with the outermost wheel 2 ft inside the curb on the 
full-size bridges or 8 in. on the laboratory ones. Reference 
to the influence lines for two trucks shows that this position 
causes the maximum strain and deflection in the exterior beams 
in every case and causes either the maximum or very nearly the 
maximum in the interior beams. 
The AASIIO does not specify tandem axles in the design of 
beams; a single rear axle is assumed except in the dosi*n of 
the flooring, ilowever, the loads used in obtaining the teat 
data presented in Figures 63 tlirough JO did have tandem axles 
and the proposed metliod of analysis does make an allowance for 
the effects of tandem axlos. Therefore, extra analyses have 
been made in which the specifications were assumed to be modi­
fied to include the effects of tandem axles. In this modifica­
tion the distribution of the wheel loads to the beams remained 
the same, but the two tandem axle loads were not replaced by a 
single axle load equal to the sum of the two. The deflections 
computed according to this modification do not differ signifi­
cantly from those computed under the present specifications 
for a single load, so only one "AASHO" deflection curve and 
one "T-lS" is shown for each beam, Pigs. 63, 65, 67 and 69. 
The strains computed according to this modification do differ 
significantly from those computed for a single load. There­
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fore, in each strain diagrara the results of both analyses are 
shown, Pigs. 6^^., 66, 68, and 70. 
B. Test Results 
Strains and deflections were measured it a number of 
points in each bridge when tho loads were in each of a number 
of different positions, as described in Chapter IV. These 
raoasurenents provided data in tho form of inkod charts from tho 
automatic recording unit or of dial readin'.o and strain ^age 
roadln^,3. Tho ori-^inal data from all the toots will bo found 
on file with the Iowa State illghway Commission at Amos, lovm. 
The ori^^inal data have been converted to usablo form by 
3oalin,3 the distancoo between linos on the charts and by sub­
tracting the propor "zero" roadin^js from tho roadin;^3 taken 
with the loads in place. Of tho resultinp; strain and deflec­
tion moaouremonts, thoso appropriate have boon plotted in tho 
samo figures in which tho predicted values aro prooentod. In 
tho fi^iires relating to the full-size bridgeo there aro shown, 
also, points from the tosts "as corrected". The "corrections" 
applied and some other thlnjjs considered in using the test re­
sults are described as follows. 
1. Differences in strains at a cross-section 
On the tension flange of a beam, strain gagos were, in 
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general, placed along the longitudinal center line. However, 
at a number of cross-sections two [iages vrere placed equidistant 
from the longitudinal centerline, Fi^^s. 22, 23, 21^., 27, and 28. 
The readings from such pairs of r^ai^es differ by as much as 1$ 
percent of the avera^^e of the two roadin'^^s. It has been as­
sumed that these differences are caused by lateral bending of 
the tension flange, and that the average of the two values can 
be used. This lateral bending could bo caused by initial 
crookGdness of the tension flange. It could also bo caused by 
twisting of the beams as the bridges deflect and the beams de­
flect different amounts. Figs. 55-62. 
2, Use of averapie values 
Two different circiimstances occurring in the tests gave 
rise to sets of results that theoretically duplicated other 
ouch sets. 
First, the bridges tested were supposedly symmetrical 
about both the longitudinal and transverse center lines. Thus, 
the results for a particular beam and loading should be dupli­
cated for the symmetrically located beam and loading. In 
practice, of course, the theoretically equal results have been 
found unequal as a result of accidental errors in construction, 
in placing the loads, and in reading the instriiments. 
Second, ordinarily only one set of readings was taken with 
a given load in a given location on a bridge. Hov/evor, a few 
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tests wore repeated rjivlrifj results that should be equal to 
those previously obtained with the load in the oa'ne position. 
These theoretically equal values have been found in practice 
to differ somewhat, also. 
Most of the differences between theoretically equal re­
sults of either of the two types described have been found to 
be so small that plotting separate points in the fij^iires was 
impractical. Consequently, only the average value has been 
shovm, except in a few cases. The results from the 71*25 ft 
brid'e include some such discrepancies that seem too Inr'^e to 
average out, yet contain nothing, to indicate which is more 
nearly correct. In these cases both such values have been 
plotted, Fitja. 51# 52, 53 ond 69. 
3, Corrections for end restraint 
In the 10 ft and 25 ft bridr^es the strain in the beams ap­
proaches zero at the ends as nearly as can be determined I'rom 
strain dia grams such as those in Kij^s. 6l|. and 66. This is 
taken to indicate that the moments induced at the supports of 
these beams are negligible; the beams are essentially simply 
supported. 
In the il.1.25 and 71«25 ft bridges the strain does not ap­
proach zero at the ends of the beams but reverses direction and 
reaches a substantial negative value, as in Pigs. 68 and 70* 
The presence of those negative strains is taken to Indicate end 
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restraint, which was expected because of the sliding plate 
supports and because of the seemingly "built-in" condition ob­
served at the ends of these bridges. As a result of the end 
restraint, the observed strains and deflections along those 
beams are assunied to be smaller than they would be if there 
were no restraint. 
The analyses, both b/ the proposed method and according 
to the specifications, assume simple beam action, that is, a 
condition of no end restraint. For comparison with the re­
sults of the analyses, the teat results havo boon corrected by 
a procedure in vriiich the end moments are reduced to zero, as 
follows. Fig. 30. 
a) The observed strains. Pig. 30^# wore converted to 
moment diagrams. Pig. 3^0, by nniltiplying each strain by the 
modulus of elasticity and by the section modulus of the beam 
at tlie section where the strain was measured. (The use of 
cover plates on those boans and the variation of the thickness 
of tVie slab cause changes in tlieir properties.) 
b) The reoultln,'j moment dia^^rams were extended to the 
support by continuing the straight line segment connecting the 
two points closest to the support. This yields an approximate 
value of the end moment, for instance: -860,000 in.-lb in Pig. 
30c. T?iie same moment was assumed to exist at the opposite end. 
c) Corrected moment dia^^rams were cons truetod by moving 
the original dia'^ram upv/ard until the end moments v/ere reduced 
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to zero. Pig. 30d. By this operation each original moraent was 
increased by the amount of the original end moment. 
d) Corrected strains were computed by dividin;; the cor­
rected moments by the appropriate section moduli and by the 
modulus of elasticity. Fig. 30®• 
e) Corrected deflections were obtained by computing the 
deflections that would be caused by the end moments and by 
superimposing them upon the measured deflections. 
i|.« Superposition and interpolation 
In tho field tests only one truclc was available. To ob­
tain "measured" strains and deflections reflecting tho effects 
of two trucks side by side it was, therefore, necessary to as­
sume that superposition was permissible. These results, then, 
havo boon computed by adding tho two strains or deflections at 
each point caused by tv/o different lateral positions of tho 
truclc. In testing the smaller bridges two trucks wore avail­
able, but tho tests with two trucks were incompleto, so super­
position has been necessary in obtaining some of the results 
for two trucks on those bridges, also. 
The AASIIO specified lateral spacinj^ of trucks is 10 ft 
center to center, full scale. The locations of single trucks 
used did not include all the ones needed for the superposition 
process described above. It v/as, tnorefore, necessary to in­
terpolate between the points actually obtained by test to find 
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EXAMPLE or CORRECTION OF OBSERVED STRAfNS 
41.25 FT BRIDGE. INTERIOR BEAM 
TRUCK AT ''a-2^ 
Fie. 30 
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Longitudinal position of load: /ine 5 (See Fig. 2/) 
Lctfero/ positions of footo/: (See Fig. 20) 
© @ ©  
r 
Beam: A 
T T 
T'iS -
AASHO 
Qi -06 
a) interior bearn, C. 
-.02 
C -.04 
AASHO 
fli -06 
T-/5\"— 
Q -,oa 
• 
b) £xter/or beartn, D, 
o Circied points ore from tests, 
Comp uted by proposed mettiod. 
to FT BRIDGE 
/NFLUENCE L/NES FOR OEFLECT/ONS AT M/DSPAN 
ONE 4-000 LB AXLE AT LtNE 
F/G. 3/ 
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Longitudinal position of load: tine 5 (See Fig. 2/) 
Lateral positions of toaot: (See Fig. SO) 
G)(d)(^ (S) (a)(M 
Q UlL +-H-
Beam: A 
T 
n 
o 
p- 400 
> 300 
vo 
I 
O 
^ 200 
N 
.c 5 too 
<0 
o 
o) inferior beam, C. 
1 A A S H O —  
1 
i • 
r-/£ ---... 
' 
• 
1 
i 
i. 
' 
I 
i 
I i 
t 1 
1 
(T'lS^  477} 
AASHa 
Q 300 
< 200 " 
b) Exferior beanij O. 
o Circied poinfs ore from fesfs, 
Computed by proposed method. 
to FT BRiOGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR STRAINS AT MIDSPAN 
O N E  4 0 0 0  L B  A X L E  A T  L I N E  5 *  
FtG, SZ 
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Longitudinal position of trucks: line 5 {See Fig.Zt)^ 
Lateral positions of center of space between trucks, 
One truck on each o-f lines• (See Fic^. 20) 
Q 
Beorry: A 
(5?5) (c 
I 
o.o 
% -02 
•>. 
•V. 
U 
V Q> 
-.06 
T-15 ^ 
-.oe -1 ? ^AASHO 
a) Interior beam^ C. 
o.o 
C - 02 
.0 
-'04 
§ --06 
A AS HO 
(T-15 -.095) 
-.oe --f 
h) Exterior beamy D. i 
o Circled po/nts are frorrt tests. 
Computed by proposec/ m^ihod. 
to FT BR/DGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS AT" MIDSPAN 
TWO 4000 IB AXLES 40 IN. C.TO C. AT LINE S * 
FIG. 33 
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Longitudinal position of trucks: fine 5 {See Fig. 2!)* 
Lateral positions of center of space befween trucks, 
One truck on each o-f lines: j (See Fi^. 20) 
p_ (Si) (^ S) (57^  
Beam: A 
A AS HO 
cr) Inferior heam^ C. 
t: 
* 
N 
<0 
^iS, 606) 
Q 
«K 
.c 
V. 
"•s 
(0 
h) Exterior beam, O. 
o Circled points are from tests. 
Compafed by proposed method. 
10 FT BPIOGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR STRA/NS AT MI05PAN 
TWO 4000 LB AXLES 40 /N. C. TO C. AT LINE 5 * 
F/Q. 3^ 
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Long i tud ina l  pos i t ion  o f  load :  t ine  4-  (See F iq .B ! ) *  
La te ra l  pos i t ions  o f  load :  (See F ig .20)  
Line © @ © (o^ l ('a 
D 
Beam: A 
T T 
• 
D 
r -.04 
-.06 
C -.05 
Q -./O 
-./2 
I ' T-/5 
(AASHOf -.127) 
a) inferior beom, C. 
c -.0^ 
r 06 
< -.08 
s:-./o 
/ iA  5H0- r - -
r -r Q -,12 
b) Exferior becrm, O. 
o Circled po/nfs ore from tests. 
Compu-ieoi by proposed/ mefhtod. 
10 FT BR/DGE 
/NFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS ^T Ml OS PAN 
ONE SOOO LB TANPEM-AA'LE TRUCK AT LINE 4-^ 
F/G. SS 
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Longitudinal position of load-' fine 4- ^See Fig. 2/) 
Lateral positions of load: (See Fig. BO) 
Beann 
Line 
I I 
(AA5H0, QSei eoo 
\ 700 
• %  600 
VO 
1 soo 
O N. 400 
> 
c 
SCO 
* 
D I zoo 
"fc too 
CO 
o) infer tor beam, C. 
ft-ls, ss^ i f t 
^ASHO 
• ^ 600 
300 
b) Exterior bearnj D. 
o Circied points are from tests. 
• Computed by proposeci metiiod. 
iO FT BRiDGE 
iNFLUENCE LiNES FOR STRAINS AT MID5PAN 
ONE eOQO LB TANDEM-AXLE TRUCK AT LiNE 4' 
FIG, 36 
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Lonc^ifudina/ position of trucks •* litiG 4- (Sgg Fig. "2/)^ 
Lat'ercr/ positions of center of space between trucks, 
One  t ruck  on  each  o f  / ines-  (See  F i^ .  SO)  
D: T 
Bean-,: A 
SID (3D (553 
'• ir \ ' • f • I I 
~./6 
i I 
a) Inferior beam^ C. 
K -.02 
-.<74 
-.06 
T-tS 
AASHO -
-.04 
- .06  
-.OB 
i fi 
AASHO - r -
Cr^iA^rJSS) 
- . / e  
I D 
b)  Exfer /or  heam^ D .  
o Circled po/nts are from tests. 
Computed by proposec/ method. 
to FT BR/D6E 
INFLUENCE L/NES FOR DEFLECT/ONS Ar fvflDSPAN 
TWO aOOO LB TANDEM-A^LE TRUCKS 
40 tN. C. TO C. AT LINE ^ * 
F/G, 37 
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Loncjifudinal position of frucks • //ne 4^ (Sgg Fig. 2/)^ 
Lafercy/ positions of center- of apace bettveen trucks, 
One truck on eoch of /me^: | (See Fig. SO) 
B Got m i /4 
i 1 
C 
lOOO (AAS^HO, /0041 
T-/5 —— 
200 - L 
a) fnferror becrm^ C. 
(T-ts, /3/2) ; 
AASt^o ; 
B 
b)  Exf^r tor  bQam^ O.  
o Crrc/cd points are from tests. 
Com pa ted by proposeoi method. 
10 FT BRiDGE 
INFLUENCE UNE3 FOR STRA/NS AT MiDSPAN 
TWO eooo LB TANDE!^" AXLE TRUCKS 
iN. C. TO C. AT LINE 4-* 
FIG. 38 
131). 
Longitudinal posif-ion of load', /ine 5 (See Fig. 2/) 
L c t f e r a /  p o s i t i o n s  o f  f o c t o i '  ( S e e  F i g .  2 0 )  
Line /Ov rf\ ^ ^ ^ _ 
Q 
r 
Beam: A 
T I T 
o 
o.o 
. -.02 
^ -.(3^ 
.0 
•< -.oa 
S' -,fO 
^ -.A? 
-./6 
i ' 
1 
j 
• 1 ! 1 
1 
( ! 
i ! 1 1 
^ L.i_ 
1 1 < > 1 : ! 1 • i 
1 ! : ^
: i 
! 1 i ; 1 i ' i  !  1 1 '  
! i 
i i 
^ 1 I 
i 1 
j (AASH0r.l77) \ r-/5 —J— 
c -.oa 
-./6 
M ' i 1 
i 
! 
1 
* 
(T- ISrrSI't^) AASHO-
b) Exferior beorm, D. 
o Circfed poinfs ore from tests. 
Computed by proposed method. 
25 FT BRIDGE 
/NFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS M IDS PAN 
ONE 4000 LB AXLE AT LtNE 5* 
FIG. 39 
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^ J 
Longifucfrna/ posif-ion of loao/: /ine 5 (See Ftg.2/) 
Latera/ positions of /oao/: (See Fig, 20) 
Line ' ~ 
1 
A AS HO 
T-15 T— 
o) tnter/'or beam, C 
. 240 (r-/5, 272) 
AA SHO 
^200 
b) Ex-her/or bearnj O, 
o Circ/od points ore from t-ests. 
Computed by proposed method. 
25 FT BRIDGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR STRAINS AT MID5PAN 
ONE 4000 LB AXLE AT L/NE S * 
Ft(j. 40 
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Lonqitudina! position of trucks: fine 5 (See Fig. 2/)^ 
Lateral positions of center of space jbe/tveen trucks, 
One truck on each o-f fines: (See Fi<^. 20} 
n (iZ?) (iii) (^ 7$) 
T 
Beam: A 
\ ± 
a) Inferior beamy C. 
•> -08  
r-/5 -V--
-.^o 
AASHO-\ 
ao 
•S 
•>» 
c: 
0 '.oa 
•i. 
-.12 
> 
-./6 (b 
-.so 
-.24 
AASHO 
CT-tSt-.zy 
f 
b) Exfer/or beam. D. 
% ^ 
o Circled points are from tests. 
Computed by proposed method. 
25 FT BR/DGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS AT MfOSPAN 
TWO 4000 LB AXLES 40 /N. C.TO C. AT LINE S* 
FIG. 4! 
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Lonqitudina! position of trucks: /ine 5 (See Fig. 2/)^ 
Lc/teraf positions of center of space between trucks, 
One truck on each o-F fines: (See Fi<^. 20) 
Q: —u-J 1 t ! ' 
T 
Beam: A 
300 
200 
/SO 
/oo 
so 
or) /nf^r/or hectm^ C. 
300 
2SO 
A AS HO 800 
/SO 
too 
so 
b )  Ex ter ior  beam,  O-
f 
f t
o C/rc/ed points are frorn tests. 
Corn pa tec/ by proposeo! method. 
25  'FT  BRfOGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR STRAINS AT MID5PAN 
TWO 4000  L3  AXLES 40  IN .  C .  TO C.  AT  L INE 5  *  
FI6. 42 
\ 
138 
Longituofina/ position of load: fine 4- fSee Fi^.B!)* 
Lateral positions of load: (See Fig. BO) 
(§)j2) 
Q 
T T 
B EO/77: A 
AASHO — 
a) Interior beam, C. 
®o 
AASHO 
rr-/5. -.4 
T 
b)  Ex fer ior  bear tn^  D .  
o Circled po/nfs ore from tests. 
Comp uted by proposed method. 
eS FT BRIDGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS ^T MIDSPAN 
ONE 6000 LB TANDEM-AXLE TRUC^ AT LINE 4-* 
FIG. 43 
139 
Long'fi-uof/na/ position of /ocrd: line. 4- CSeG Fiq.2l)^ 
Lateral positions of load: (See Fig. SOI 
©@($) ®@® 
G 
T T 
Beam: A 
AAiHO 
o) Infer/or beam, C. 
- - h -
CT'/S, S45) 
I AASHO-
4—V-
0 too ~ 
T 
o 
T-\IS mOO 
b) Exferior bearrtj O. 
Circ/ed points ore frorn tests. 
Computed by proposed method. 
2S FT BRIDGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR STRAINS AT MW^PAN 
ONE aoOQ LB TANDEM-AXLE TRUCK AT L/NE 
^FIG, 44-
iko 
Loncfifud/naf position of irucKs ' line ^  (Sgg Pi<j. 2/)^ 
La^era/ /oositions of cenf-er of space teftveen trucks. 
One trucM on eoch of /ines' (See Fig. EO) 
Q 
Beam: A 
; I 
0.0 
1 a 
D 
r-/s 
AASHO 
-.5 
a) Inferior boam^ C. 
AA5HO — 
b) Exfer/or hearn^ D. 
o Circled po/n ts  a re  from tests. 
Computed by proposeo/ meihod. 
25 FT BR/D6E 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS AT MID5PAN 
TIVO eooo LB TANDEM" AXLE TRUCKS 
40 IN. C. TO C. AT LINE 4-'^ 
FIG. 45 
ihi 
Lonqifudina! position of irucKs • I/nG (SGG Fig. 2f)^ 
Lcjfercrf posit ions of center of space betiveen trucks. 
One truc/< on each of /inesz (See Fig. SO) 
I 
Becfm: A 
.c 
•V 
. c '  
vO 
I 
0 
V. 
CO 
600 
SOO 
<fOO 
300 
£00 
fOO 
O 
1 1  
1 
AA^HO -| i-| 
r-/5 J—-U 
! ; 
i 1 
: ; ! t 
i  i  i  1  
i ! 
i ! 
I 
a) fnferror beam^ C. 
(T'/S, 6^) 
* \ 
t: 
* 
\ 
.t 
VO 
AASHO 
$ 
.C 
5 
•V» 
(0 
b)  Exter ior  bGam,  D-
o  C t r c / e d  p o i n t s  a r e  f r o m  t e s t s .  
Corn pa tect by proposed/ met hoc/. 
25 FT BP/DGE 
INFLUENCE UNE3 FOR STRA/NS AT Ml0.5P^N 
rtvo aooo LB TANDEM-AXLE TRUCKS 
40 /N. c. TO c. AT LINE ^ * 
r/G, 46 
Longitudinal position of truck- t/ne 2 (See Fi<j, /9J* 
Lateral positions of truck- (See Fiq. 17) 
0  0  0 r ©  ® @  
I 
Beam: A 
T T 
9 
-.3 
f T-/S 
A AS HO 
a) inferior heamj C. 
AASHO 
(r-is. -.^17) 
-t-J 
. 0.0 
.c 
f-./ 
0 
i! -.2 
Q) 
Q -.3 
-.4 -
L j^q: 
b) Exterior beam^ D, 
Cornputed by proposed method. 
o Points from tests, os read^ 
Points from testsj corrected. 
4l.es FT Bf^tDGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS AT M IDS PAN 
ONE TRUCK AT LINE 2 * 
F /G.  47  
llt.3 
Long/tuctina/ ppsrh'on \of truck: line 2 C3ee Fi(y. /9)* 
Lateral posrffons of trucK' CSee Fia. 17) 
0 0](^ © (^ 
T 
Beam: A 
300 
T T 
t 
p 
I 
<0 
(AASHO, 367) (T-J5J 3/5)_ 
200 
/OO 
a) Inferior hectm . C. 
\(T'/S, 493) 
'AASHO—-\-
200 
.c 
•s, 
.Q 
o /OO 
•f 
CJ 
V. 
<0 
- / O O  
b) 
o 
H 
T 
Exterior heaym^ O. 
Computed by proposed mett)od. 
Points from tests, as read. 
Points from tests, corrected. 
4/. 25 FT BRfDGE 
/NFLUENCE L/NES FOR STRy^/\fS M/DSPAN 
ONE TfiUCH AT LINE Z * 
F/G. 43 
ikk 
Loncjituditial position of trucks • //We 2 {See Fiq. /9)* 
Lateral.positions of center of space tefhveen trucks, 
Distance from in. -60-3a 33 60 
Beam: A 
'72\ 
L. 
T 
1 34 T 3^ 72 
t 
/S 
AA5HO 
a) Inferior beam, C. 
f 
A AS HO -
(T-iS, -,530) 
SJ Exterior beam, D, 
Computed by proposed method. 
o Points from tests, as read. ) By interpo/ation 
Points from tests, corrected.j and superposition. 
4l.e5 FT BR/DOE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS AT MlDSPAN 
TWO TRUCKS fO FT C.TO C. AT LINE 2 * 
F/G. 45 
HtS 
aj 
Lonqifudina/ position of trucks- fine £ ^ee fiq. 
Lai-eraf positions of center <3f space betareen trucks, 
Distance from t., tn. -eo-ae t 36 €>0 
Beam: A 
vO 
t 
0 
V, 
to 
4-
i T 
t3^ 34 72 
1. 
,c: 
.C 
soo 
400 
300 
POO 
fOO 
AASHO 
T-/3" 
T 
a) interior beam^ C. 
« 
I 
I Ss. 
<0 
400 
300 
SOO 
too 
(r-/5, eaa) ^ 
AASHO -r-m' 
-/oo 
b) Ejxfer/or beam, D, 
Cornputed by proposed me/hod. 
o Points from tests, as read, ) By /nterpo/ahon 
)X Points from tests, corrected.j and superposition, 
^/.25 FT BP/OGE 
/NFLUE N C E .  L /N£S FOR STRA/NS AT MIDSPAN 
TWO TRUCKS /O FT C.  TO C.  AT LINE 2*  
FIG. SO 
i j 
t 
ll^ 6 
Lonqitudina! position of fruc.k: /ine 2 (Se^ Fig. /6) ^ 
Laterat positions of truck: (See Fig. t7) 
Line rc\ Oi 0 @ 
c r 
Beam: A 
0  ^
.C 0.0 
% 
^ -.3 
\ — 
-1 1 ^ 
) 
\ 
9 
i 1 . 
j Li [ ! ! 1 
-.4 -JU[M3Ho^j:j^eo) i. 
a) Inferior bearn, C. 
AASHO-
(T'lS. '/.O^ fO) 
b) Exi-erJor b^am , D. 
Corpputed by proposed mefhod. 
o Points from fe.sts, as read 
Xi Points from tests^ corrected. 
71.25 FT BRIDGE 
/NFLUENCE L/NES FOR DEFLECTtONS AT M IDS PAN 
ONE TRUCK AT LiNE 2. * 
F / G ,  5 /  
lit? 
Longitudinal postf^ion of truck: tine 2 (See Fig. 18)^ 
Lateral positions of trttck: (See Fig, 17) 
0 0 0 ! 0 Line 
Beam: A 
5 300 
vo ZOO 
^ too 
I O 
a) Inferior beam. C. 
=«=^  
d 300 
(T'ls, 452) 
AASHO — 
b) E^fertor beam^ O. 
Computed by proposed method-
o Points f^rom tests, as read. 
X Poinfs from fests^ corrected. 
7 / .  2 5  F T  B R I D G E  
INF L U E N C E  LJNES FOR STRA/N3 AT IDS PAN 
ONE TRUCK AT LINE 2l* 
FtG. S2 
l48 
Lonqitudina/ position of trucks i 
Caterer/ positions of center qf 
Distance from <6, in. 
- 6 0  
- 7 S  38 -54 
fine 
space 
36 GO 
34-\ ! 
a (See Fig. /&) 
bett/y/een trucks. 
72 
-u-
Bearnt A a D 
O.O 
a) Inferior beotm. C 
0.0 
2 
-.4 
^ -.6 
HI AASHO 
.a 
b) Exterior beam, D. 
Connputec/ by proposed methoct. 
o Points from tests, as read. ) By /nterpo/ation )2( Points from tests, corrected.! and superposition, 
7t.2S FT BRIDGE 
INFLUENCE LINES FOR DEFLECTIONS AT MIDSPAN 
TIVO TRUCKS /O FT C.TO C. AT LINE 2* 
F/G, 53 
349 
Lonqtfuc/ina/ posih'on of trucks: fine Z Fig. /B) 
Lqteraf posif-ions of aenter of space befvs/een fruchs 
D/sfancG from t:, in: -60-S3 ft SB €0 
^ -72 \'J^ \ \ 72 „ 
I ! l! ! !l ! ! Q 
Beam: A 
T 
? 300 
O 200 
c: /oo 
AASfiO 
T-/5 
a) fnferior beam, C. 
SOO 
400 
.i 
vO 
I 
5 
Cr-/5^ 575) 
300 
.c 
b 
V. 
200 
/OO 
AASHO 
0~=^  
b )  E x i e r / o r  b e a m ^  D .  
Computed by proposed mefhocf. 
o  Points from tests, as road. ) By interpolation 
W Poinfs from tests, corrected, f and superposition. 
7/. 25 FT BR/DGE 
/NFL U £ N C £  L / N E S  FOR STR^/NS AT MIDSPAN 
T W O  T R U C K S  / O  F T  C .  T O  C .  A T  L / N E  2  *  
F I G .  
1^ 0 
Beam: A 
O.O 
o) Truck on "o line. *' 
b) Truck on "b^ //ne. * 
-.OS 
-./o 
O.O 
-.05 
. -.,o 
<0 
t o.o ^ 
0 « 
-f. 
0 -.OS 
(b 
^  c )  Truck on "c" fine. * 
o.o 
-.05 
-JO 
d) Truck on "d * //ne. * 
Connects points predic/ed by proposed method. 
o Circled points are from tests. 
* See Figs. 2oiBI 
^ to FT BRIDGE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF SPAN 
ONE TANDEM-AXLE TRUCK AT LINE 4 
FIQ. 55 
\ 
Beam: A 
00 
-.05 
-JO 
-JS 
151 
1 
i 
1 
< 
\ 
a) Trucks on "cr and "d //n^s.^ 
oo 
d) Trucks on "b" ctnd //nes.^ 
11 I i 
c) Trucks on and l/n^s."^ 
* See F'igs, 20 i 2t 
Connects points predicted by proposed method. 
O Circled points are from tests. 
lO FT BR/DQE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF SPAN 
TWO TANDEM - AXLE TRUCKS AT LINE O-
Fi<3. se 
ft ») 
152 
Beam: A 
•S 
.C 
0 
V 
u 
§ 
q) Truck on "ct'' fine. 
o.o tf 
o.o 
b) Truck on "6" //ne.* 
1 1 
o . o  
' . a  
c) Truck on '"c" fine. * 
1 1 
c/) Truck on 'c/"///?©. * 
o C ire ted points are frorn tests. 
Connects joints precficted by proposed method. 
See Figs. ZOtS} pj. BR/DGE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF SPAN 
ONE TANDEt^-AXLE TRUCK AT 
F/G. 57 
L/NE 4-
153 
Bectm: A 
0.0 I 
] 
a) Trucks on a atnd d hnes. 
X 
o 
•"V 
ts 
<b 
b) Trucks on "Z?" and "e"//Wes. 
-.3 
c) Trucks on and ^ lines 
O Circ/ecf points are from fesfs. 
Connects points predicted by proposed method, 
^See Figs. 20 iZ! pr BRIDGE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF SPAN 
TiVO TANDEM-AXLE TRUCf<S AT LiNE 4-
r/G, 56 
isli. 
Q earn I A 
0.0 
' • I  
-.2 
-.3 
-.4 
.c:" 
c: 
0 
•* .  
>• 
u 
<b 
s: 
(b 
0.0 
-.2 
-.3 
a) Truck on a line. 
? 
b) Truck on "-6" fine. * 
Q.) Truck on '^c" fine. 
Connects points predicted by proposed method. 
o  Points from tests, as reaoi. )eC Points from tests, corrected. 
*3ee Figs. 17 if: 19 
4I.2S FT BRfOGE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF SPAN 
ONE TRUCK AT LINE 2 ^ 
F/G, 59 
155 
Becrm: A 
% 
c 
VJ 
a) Trucks tn AA5HO sp&ct fied design position, 
outer f/\/hee/ Z ft from curb. 
X 
*> 
•s 
c: 
.0 
VJ 
Q) 
Ci 
O.O 
- . /  
- ,z  
'.3 
i y 
> — -
6 
S) One of ttiG trucks on the "i6" /ins, *" 
Connects points predicted by proposed method. 
o Points '^fronn tests'^ as read. 
£f Poinfs "from tests'J corrected. 
Points frorn tests^ obtained by interpo/ation and 
superposition of actuai test data, 
^ See F/gs, /7 t /9. 
4/. 25 PT BR/OGE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF- SPAN 
TWO TRUCKS /O FT C.TO C ^T LINE 2. * 
FtG. 60 
156 
Becrm: 
C 
0 
•x 
dj 
Q 
- a  
0,0 
- .2  
-.4 
- . 6  ^  
00 
o) Truck on hne. ^  
I I 
b) Truck on b'* iine.^ 
1 i 
c )  T r u c k  o n  " c "  h ' n e .  *  
ConnGCis potnis predicted by proposed mef'hod. 
Q Points from tesfs as read. 
Jt2C Points from tests, corrected. 
* See Figs. 17 t 16. 
yi.25 FT BRIDQE 
DEFLECTIONS AT CENTER OF SPAN 
ONE TRUCK AT LtNE 2 * 
FIG. 6/ 
157 
Becyrr?.' A 
a) Trucks in AA3H0 spec/f/ ed  dosign position^ 
ou^er tA^hee/ 2 ff from curb. 
0.0 
-.2 
e 
0 
••V -.4 
•i. 
u 
d - 6 
c: (b 
-.6 
b) One of the trucks on fhe "b " fine. *• 
Connects points predicted by proposed method. 
o  Points " fronn tests''^^ as read. 
Points " from tests') corrected. 
Po/nfs /^rom tests" obtained ty interpo/afion 
and suoerposition of octua/ test data. 
* See f^igs, /7 / iS. 
71.25 FT BP/DG£ 
OEFLECTfONS AT CENTER OP SPAN 
TtA/O TRUCKS /O FT C.TO C. A\T LtNE 2 * 
F/G. ^2 
158 
Q 
3-4-" 
r\r\ o 
Z «l DUL 
Load Line: 
0 
B eom: ^  
@ 1 i 
C  D 
a )  C r o s s " s e c f j o n  n e a r  c e n t e r  o f  s p a n .  
QO ^ 
5" ® 3' 7^ 
5§ r—//# 
o -JO -
Ci -./5 
S) Deffeciions a/on^ dectm C. 
M [ It i II ' ¥ If ft ' II m \ 60 45 JO F5 /S 30 4B 60 
 ^ ... — 
Qj -./5 
A AS HO 
c) D^flections a/ongf b&am O, 
O- Ctrc/ed points ore from tests. 
/a FT BRIDGE DEFLECTIONS 
TANDEM ' AXLE TRUCKS ON "a" AND "d " 
Fie. 63 
159 
Q 
3 - 4  
r\r\ 
Load LmQ' Q) © i 
D Beam: ABC 
a) Cross -se^oiion near center of span. 
60[, ^ 54 " ^36" ^ /a"^ ^ 60' 
/000\ • y>s^ 
f ' / S  — —~  A A S H O  
.5; 800\ f~tS, moc/tfiecjy^^^ AASHO rnoc/iftect 
\ for fanc/^m ^ tancfem ax/es. 
.% _ . _ !  o '^*r/es. 
t 
400  ^
0 ^00\ • 
: o Q  
6) Stra/ns o/on^ beam C, 
^ .  T - / 5 j  m o d f f i e d  
for f and em ax/es. 
AA5H0 
tooo 
\ aoo 
P 200 
AASHOf modified 
for tandem ox/es. 
c) S trains aton^ beam D. 
O  Circled po/n/s ore from tests. 
f O  f T  B R / D Q E  S T R A I N S  
T ANOEt^-AXLE TRUCKS ON "a" AND "d" LINES 
FIG. G4-
160 
3'-4" 
Q r ^iif V -rV 
Loacf Line: @ I 0 
Beam: A B C D 
a )  C r o s s -  s e c i i o n  n e a r  c o n f e r  o f  s p c r n .  
b) O^f/ec-ftons a/ornj beam C, 
112.5 375 
Proposed 
t 
-.6 ' • - ^ ' • - -
cj Oeffecf/ons a/on^ beotm D. 
o Circled points are frorm fesfs. 
25 PT BR/OOE DEFLECTfONS 
TANDEM - AXLE TRUCKS ON ""o" AND '"d " L/NES 
FIG. G5 
I6l 
i 3'-^" 
Load Line: J  ^ J  ^ J" 
Beam: A 3 ' C O 
o) Cross - section near center of span. 
' ! ' "I 
> ^00 
••}—1 
AASHO modifted for tandem ar/es. 
9 ^00 
• < /GO ' 
r-/5 
I ' Proposed 
- \ I . , I 
^—*7^/5 modiffed 
for tandem ctxlp^ 
600 
500 
.c: 
** ^OO 
\0 
1 300 
o 
dOO 
.C N» 
0 /OO 
V, 
•k 0 
10 
b) Strains a/on^ beam C, 
" dt " • '» i " i "I w 1 VI // i •» 
'0  ^ -?6J 7^J 00;\ /Oa2 
I I I ;  I  I  I  
^  *;T-/S mod* fted f 
• \^or tanden-t axfes. 
T ' / S  
i 
T: 
^^AASHO modifiecf j for tandem ^ ax/es ^ 
' AASHO 
c) Strains o/on^ b&am D. 
o Circled points are from fesis. 
25 FT BRtOGE STRA/NS 
TANOEM-AXLE TROCMS ON "a'' AND "d'' LINE^ 
FIG. 6€> 
162 
< > 
Beam: A 
T 
B 
T 
c 
flo 
z - o  
f 
a )  C r o s s - s e c f t o n  n e a r  c e n t e r  o f  s p a n .  
o.o 
•i; -./ 
c 
-
I ^ -.3 QJ 
f.OQ —*• 
r:i 
Proposed 
AASHO 
b) Oef/ections a/on^ beam C. 
^eo'.ea • /s.V6 i  ^to.'s/ .  ^ s.'/6 ^ ,  s  V g  ^  i  ^ o ' 6 i  
o.o 
f-' 
.0 N. 
<0 
<b 
C 
*1^  -.3 
Q 
-.4' 
Pro 
AASHO 
c) Deflections aion^ beam Z?. 
o Points from tests, as read. ) By tnterpo/ation 
H Points from tests, corrected. j and superposition. 
4/.2S PT BRIDGE, /REFLECTIONS 
TRUCKS IN AASHO SPECIFIED DESIGN POSITION 
FIG. 67 
163 
r 
/ o - o  
>X 
! • i 
r\/~\ i 
2'0" 
! 
1 I ^ I ^ 
Beam: A ' C D 
a) Cross-seci^ion near center of span. 
.c soo 
\ 
<»oo 
•s 
>0 1 300 
N 
r 
soo 
0 ICQ 
V, 
-K 
(0 0 
"100 
1 i j I 
AA5H0 iivtf-h 
Proposed' 
\ 
y \ 
( 
^^T-IS 
) tand with em axles. , A 
a o '  "  !  
b • - • - • -« 
^IJ 
i 
( 1 
1 1 .... 
' I 1 if 1 /. oaM-:;^ —>i 3. 
_ , . ^ .. .L . { - 1 : t 1 i 
b) Strains a/omy beam C. 
^(0^31 ^j5.'/6^5.y6^ 
' iff' i ' f 
r r • • r ' • " ^ ^ ^ ... • J i. • I 500 AASHO yv/fh 
tandem ax/es. 
• J i  \  
^ A S / / 0  
 ^ SOO 
-/OO 
' )  S t r a i n s  a / o n ^  b e a m  D .  
o Points from t-ests, os read- \ By interpo/ation 
K Point^s from tesfs^ corrected.J and superposition. 
^1.25 FT BR/OOEy STRA/t^S 
TRUCKS IN AASHO SPECIFIED DESIGN POSITION 
FIG. 68 
161). 
« 10 
JtiUriL 
1  T s i  r  
BGO/TH A B e O 
<7) Cross-scc./-fon near center of Span. 
. Cr)G) © 0.0 
.c 
- . 2  
0 'a 
-.6 
-.6 
-j.o 
b) Deflecitons o/onq beann C. 
00 
-.2 
js.6j 26.7a naf 1 a9/ ty.ai ^6.7e js.63 
- ^ 
1 ^ • I i 
c: 
u 
^ -.6 
C: 
0; 
Q -a 
-/.o 
\ ' vV 
* x 
^ V \ - • , r ' "1 
•- - - • • 0 \ 
AASHO-^ // ; 1 
r ^ 
- i 1 
^ ^^ Prooosed 1 V i 
- -t N ! 
\ 
ilv 
% V ' T 
, . ^ I 1 
c) Deflections along beam O. 
I Po/nts from test's, as react. ) By interpofation 
Poinfs from tests^ correctect / and superpos/'t/on. 
71.25 FT BR/DG£j 0£FL£CTIONS 
TRUCKS //V ^AS/iO SPECIF/EO OeS/ON POS/T/Ot\f 
F/G. €9 
16$ 
to 
I r""~E r 
Beam: A B C, O 
c y ) Cro3S-secf/on near center of span. 
AAASHO ) vvtfh 
^ rr-l5J fandem 
ax/GS. 
•C: 
> 400 r V, 
vO 
\ 300 
o \ 200 
.e N too 
O ^ 
V) 
AASHO 
T-/5 
I Proposed j 
G)0 
-too 
o'.83 ^ '^.47 ^3.93 0 
, L. 
b) Strains o/on^ beam C. 
js.'sa ^ 6'7e jj'&t a.'gf / ^3.9, /?<?^ ^^7-^ \j'pp 
'fOO . 
T-IS^-
» 
300 « 
0 • /' 200 / ' 
.e N too 
f ^ d , 
/ 
V, 
•V O 
50 
-lOO 
/ r ^ • 
^ -AASHO wtf-h 
fanc/crn o t^es, 
'Proposed 
c )  S t r a i n s  a / o n ^  b e a m  D .  
o Points from tests, as read. ) By intGrpolafion 
H Points from tests^ corrected. / and superposition. 
7!. as FT BRtDG£j STRAINS 
TRUCKS /N AASHO SPEC/F/ED DESfGN POSITION 
F/Q. 70 ' 
166 
values for other lateral positions of the loads. This was 
done in influence lines such as the ones already described, 
Pif,s. 31 Sk- Curves were drawn through the points from 
the tests and results at intermediate points were read from 
these curves, 
C. Discussion of Results 
Both tho tests and the analysis by the proposed method 
provided numerical values of a ^reat many different strains 
and deflections in each bridge. Of these values the ones of 
primary interest to bridge designers are the maximum strains 
(or the corrospondins stresses). Other strains and all do-
flections are ordinarily of secondary importance. Consequent­
ly, tho detailed comparison of results will bo based on these 
maximum values. 
In tiiis comparison. Tables 3-0* the observed strains are 
either thoso caused by a sinf.le truck or those caused by two 
trucks side by aide, 10 ft center to center on tho highway 
brid-^es or 3 ft I4. in. on tho laboratory bridges. The maximum 
values of tiiese strains have boon taken from the influonoo 
lines previously described by scaling tlio highest ordinate to 
the curves v/ithin the extreme positions in v/hich the outermost 
v/hoel is correspondingly 2 ft or 8 in. inside the curb. Still 
higher strains observed when tlio outer wheel v/as outside this 
167 
position have not been considered in this comparison since 
they are not considered under the specifications. For the 
full-.nize brid,3es the "corrected" observed strains have been 
used. 
The maxinium strains predicted by the proposed method have 
been obtained rrom the predicted influence lines in tlie same 
manner and with the sane limitations. The maximum strains 
predicted by the specifications have been computed and are the 
same as those represented in the influence diagrams by short 
dashed or dotted linos or by parenthetical notations. The er­
ror in each predicted value has boon computed by subtracting 
from it the appropriate observed value, and the percent of 
error has boon computed by dividinc this error by tlie observed 
value. Finally, those calculations have boon auinnarized by 
tabula tin,the percentages, only, includin.:; the avera^^es of 
those for the Interior and oxterior boama, Tables 9 and 10. 
Referring to the tables, it is seen tliat for all tho con­
ditions tooted tho ranf/es of the percent of error for tiie 
various methods are: 
proposed method +11 to -10 
T-15 
AASHO +87 to -8, 
+106 to +5. 
'Within these ranges tlie median percentages are: 
proposed method +5, 
AASHO +2ij.. 
T-15 +52. 
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Table 3* Comparison of luaxiraum observed and predicted strains 
in stringers of laboratory bridges. One i^.000 lb 
truck at line 5^ 
10 ft Bridge 25 ft Bridge 
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior 
strin^rers stringers strir^ers stringers 
(Strains in (10)"^in. per in.) 
Observed 262 2^5 136 192 
Predicted by 
Proposed Amo\mt 28? 28li. ll|k I92 
nothod Error 2^ 29 0 0 
Percent 10 11 6 0 
AASflO Amount Ij-lB 337 236 212 
Error 1$6 62 100 10 
Percent 60 32 7^1. 5 
T-15 Amount 36O ij.77 202 272 
Error 98 222 66 80 
Percent 37 87 1|.9 38 
"see Pig. 21. 
Those comparisons would seem to indicate that tho proposed 
method is superior to tho spocificatlon methods on an overall 
basis. It is seen to bo superior# also, on an individual per-
centaso basis. In Tables 9 ojid 10, in no individual case does 
either of the specification methods provide a better predic­
tion than does tho proposed method. 
In addition, the proposed me tried provides a means for pre-
dictin/i tho strains caused by unusual loadln,7.3 and by any load 
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Table 1|.. Comparison of inaxinium observed and predicted strains 
in 3trin-;;er5 of laboratory bridges. TY/O li-OOO lb 
trucks i|.0 in. center to center at line 5^ 
10 ft Bridpie 25 ft Brid •e 
Interior 
stringers 
Exterior 
strln^jers 
Interior 
strinjjors 
Exterior 
stringers 
(Strains in (10)'*^in. per in.) 
Observed i}.12 306 226 225 
Predicted by 
Proposed 
metViod 
Amount 
Error 
Porcont 
1^30 
18 
278 
-28 
-9 
239 
11 
5 
221 
-2 
AASffO Amount 
Error 
Porcont 
502 
90 
22 
337 
31 
10 
283 212 
T-15 Amount 
Error 
Porcont 11 
6o6 
300 
90 
257 
29 
13 
3k7 
122 
Sh 
^300 Fig. 21. 
in any particular position. The spocificntions, however, pro 
vide predictions of the maximum offoots, only, of truclcs of a 
particular typo. 
Further examination of the porcentaaes loads to more de­
tailed conclusions concerning, the specification predictions, 
( 
as follows. 
1. The boat predictions luidor the proaont AAS'IO specifica­
tions are those of tho strains in the exterior beams when 
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Table 5* Comparison of Tnaximum observed and predicted strains 
in stringers of laboratory brid^,es. One 8000 lb 
tandem-axle truck at line 
10 ft Drid^e 25 ft Brldt^e 
Interior 
stringers 
Exterior 
stringers 
Interior 
3trinr;;ers 
Exterior 
stringers 
(Strains in (10) "6in, per in.) 
Observed 500 501 261 359 
Predicted by 
Proposed 
method 
Amount 
Error 
Percent 
530 537 
36 
7 
276 
1 
378 
19 
5 
AASIIO Amount 
Error 
Porcont 
036 
336 
67 
67I}. 
173 
13 
i+72 
211 
81 
65 
18 
T-15; Amount 
Error 
Percent 
720 
220 
¥1. 
ss 
90 
11^3 
55 52 
^ee Plf> 21. 
tv/o trucks are uctin but the tentative revisions are 
f^^rosaly in error for theae conditions. Tiie ranjjos are; 
proposed metliod +1 to -10, 
AA3II0 +II1. to -8, 
T-15 +106 to +i5l. 
2* The best predictions under the tentative revisions are 
those of the strains in interior beams when two trucks 
are actln,'?,. Per those conditions the revisions provide 
better predictions than do the present specifications. 
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Table 6, Comparison of maximum observed and predicted 
strains in stringers of laboratory bridges. 
Two 8000 lb tandem-axle trucks i|.0 in. center 
to center at line 
10 ft. Bridr:e 25 ft Brid,c:e 
Interior 
stringers 
Exterior 
stringers 
Interior 
stringers 
Exterior 
stringers 
(Strains in (10) "^in. per in.) 
Observed 780 589 lt4o k60 
Predicted by 
Proposed Amount 
method Error 
Percent 
810 528 
-61 
-10 
h6$ k37 
-23 
-5 
A AS! 10 Amount 
Error 
Percent 
look 
22k 
29 % 
566 
126 
29 
T-15 Amount 
Error 
Percent 
916 
136 
17 
1212 
623 
106 
534 
7k 
17 
69||. 
23i|. 
51 
®Seo Fis. 21. 
The ranr^es are: 
proposed method +6 to -2, 
AASIIO +30 to +15, 
T-15 +10 to +5. 
3, Neither tho present specifications nor the proposed re-
I 
visions provide what micht be considered satisfactory 
predictions of tho strains In either beam v/hon only one 
truck is actin<3, Table The proposed method does 
Table ?• Comparison of naximun observed and predicted strains in strinsers 
of highway bridges. One truck at line 2*^ 
14-1.25 ft Bridge 71.25 ft Bridr,e 
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior 
stringers 3trir.f?:er3 stringers stria^ers 
As Cor- Ta Cor- As Cor- As Cor-
read rected read rected read rected read rected 
(Strains in (10)"^in. per in.) 
Observed 171 236 218 307 130 165 183 250 
Predicted by 
Proposed 
method 
Anount 
Error 
Percent 
228 
57 
33 
228 
-8 
-3 
316 
tl 
316 
9 
3 
173 
k3 
33 
173 
8 
5 
273 273 
23 
9 
AASHO Anount 
Error 
Percent 
367 
196 
115 
367 
56 
379 
161 
71}. 
379 
72 
23 
308 
178 
137 
308 316 
133 
73 
316 
66 
26 
T-15 Anoxint 
Error 
Percent 
315 315 
79 
3k 
I1.93 
275 
126 
186 
60 
26k 
134 
103 
26k 
99 
60 
1^52 
269 
lit.7 
ii.52 
202 
81 
^•See Pisa* l8 oiid 19. 
Table 6, Comparison or maxinura observed and predicted strains in stri .gers of 
highway bridj-es. Tuo trucks 10 ft center to center at lino 2^ 
ia.25 ft Brldr;e 71.25 ft Bridf^e 
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior 
s trimmers 3trinp;ers strlyiers strin^.ers 
As Cor- Xs Cor- As Cor - Xs Cor-
read rected read rected read rected read rected 
(Strains in (10) "^in. per in.) 
Observed 277 382 21^.6 351 226 285 223 318 
Predicted by-
Proposed 
method 
Atnount 
Error 
Percent 
96 
35 
373 
-9 
-2 
'^ 0 
36 
33^1-
-17 
-5 
303 
77 
3k 
30^ 
18 
6 
320 320 
2 
1 
AASHO Amount 
Error 
Percent 59 
kko 
58 
15 
379 379 
28 
8 
370 370 
85 
30 
316 
11 
316 
-2 
-1 
T-15 Amount 
Error 
Percent 
ij.00 1^00 
18 
5 
628 
382 
155 
628 
277 
79 
336 
110 
h9 
336 
51 
18 
575 
352 
158 
575 
257 
80 
®See Fi{;3. 18 and 19. 
Table 9* Errors in predicted naxinura strains in stringers in percent of observed 
maxlmim strains^. One truck on each bridge 
Interior Exterior Interior Exterior 
stri I'.ers stringers Av. strlr;'.ers strinj^ers Av. 
One li-OOO lb single-
axle truck at lino 5 
Method Proposed 
AASHO 
T-15 
One 8000 lb tanden- , 
axle truck at line ij. 
Method Proposed 
AASHO 
T-15 
One truck at line 2^ 
Method Proposed 
AASflO 
T-15 
10 ft bridge 
Laboratory bridr^es 
Drid<-e 
10 
60 
37 
6 
67 
lik 
11 
F 37 
11 
6 
6 
A k-9 
0 ,3 
5 
38 Iiit. 
7 6 6 5 6 
13 ko 81 18 50 
90 67 55 52 5k 
Ilip-JiY/ay bridr';e3 
i4.1«25 ft Bridc'ie 71»25 ft Bridp:e 
'4 
3 
23 
60 
0 
ifO 
kl 
B 
60 
9 
26 
81 70 
H 
^As corrected, for hi^hv/ay bridges. 
^See Figs. I8, I9 and 21. 
Table 10. Errors in predicted niaxirmra strair^a in stringers in percent of 
observed naximun strains^. Two trucks side by side on each bridge 
Interior Exterior 
stri col's stringers Av. 
Interior Exterior 
strinr^ers stringers Av, 
Two 14.000 lb single-axle trucks 
Ij-O in. center to center 
at line 5^ 
Method Proposed 
AASHO 
T-15 
Two 8000 lb tanden-axle trucks 
ilO in. center to center 
at line i|.° 
Method Proposed 
AASHO 
T-15 
Two trucks 10 rt center 
to center at line 2^ 
Method Proposed 
AASIIC 
T-15 
Laboratory bridp:o3 
10 ft Bridr.e 25 f t  Brid<^e 
1^ 
22 
11 
-9 
10 
9a 
li 
5k 13 
-2 
-6 
5k 
k 
29 
17 
—10 
-3 
22 
61 
6 
29 
17 
-5 
-8 
51 
-2 
15 
5 
-5 
8 
79 
"^1-
12 
k2 
6 
18 
1 
-1 
80 
3? 
1 
10 
3k 
Hid^iway bridp:e3 
ii.l,^g ft Bridi^e 7l.S^ tt Bridge 
k 
U9 
®As corrected, for highv/ay bridges. 
^See Pica- I8, 19 and 21. 
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provide predictions of these strains within the range between 
+11 and -3 percent error. 
In connection v/ith tlie foregoing discussion, it should 
perhaps be noted that all the bridges tested were designed 
under the present specifications. If they had been designed 
under other rules the errors in the predictions under the 
specifications, present and revised, would have been distrib­
uted differently between the interior and exterior beams. For 
instance, if the bridges had boon designed under the tentative 
revisions, the Interior beams would have been somewhat smaller 
and the exterior boons consldorably larger. For some condi­
tions the predictions by the specification methods might be 
improved, for others impaired. Predictions by the proposed 
method should be equally good regardless of the design 
procedure. 
In addition to tho porcontages of error disouoaed above, 
the various graphs presenting tho results provide some general 
inTormation concerning tho different methods. Inspection of 
the Influence lines for deflections and strains. Pigs. 3'^Sht 
reveals that the proposed method correctly predicts tho gen-
oral shape of these lines as compared with linos drawn thi'ough 
the points from the tests. The lines drawn through observed 
points are typically leas sharply curved than are tho pre­
dicted lines, as in Fig. 36. For the exterior beajns the ob­
served linos tend to be higher near the center and lower at 
tl^e edge, v/hile for the interior boams the observed lines tend 
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to be lower near the center and hl^Iier noar both edr-es, Pi^. 
36, ^  In each case tliese differences demonstrate a 
greater transfer of load to the beams at a distance from tlie 
load than was predicted. That is, when a truck was in tlie 
center of the roadway the actual load on the exterior beams 
was greater than predicted, and when the truck was near one 
edi*e tlie load on the interior beams was greater than predicted. 
The increased transfer of load indicates greater lateral 
stiffness than was assumed in the analysis. T is ^ eater 
lateral stiffness can bo explained, at least in part, as the 
effect of the diaphragms that v/ere actually pronent in the 
bridgos tested but v/ero ignored in the avialysos. Tho effects 
of the diaphrafjms can be soon, also, in the cross-sectional 
deflection diagrams, Pi«~3» 55 to 62. Here, it is seen th'it 
for every condition, v;hothor tho deflections yielded a sur­
face that was generally convex or concave upward, tho actual 
deflections define a more nearly strair^ht line than do tho 
predicted ones. In evory case tlio oL'foct of tiao diap^ira^ms 
is to increase the deflections of the lens heavily loaded 
beams and relievo those of the most heavily loaded as compared 
with t 10 predicted deflections. It is, therefore, inferred 
that neglectins the effect of the diapliragras in desii;;n is con­
servative. 
The effects of the diaphrasras can be observed, also, in 
tho longitudinal strain diagrams, as in Fig. 66. For the 
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conditions represented the cross-section is generally concave 
upv/ard. Pis* 58a, tlierefore, tho dlapliragrns riust bo adding 
load to the exterior beans and subtracting it from the in­
terior ones. Wiilo the offect is slight, it will be seen 
that the strain diagram for the exterior beam is correspond­
ingly raised and flattened noar the center. Pig. 66c, wJiilo 
that for the interior beam is lower and more sharply peaked 
than would be expected, Pig. 66b. 
Tne proposed method of analysis could be adapted to in­
clude tho effoct of intermediate diapliragms simply by increas­
ing tlio numbor of simultaneous equations to bo solved if the 
equivalent elastic constants of tho diapliragms could bo known. 
One of tlie aims of future investigations could well be the 
determination of these equivalent constants by suitable tests 
including tests witli tho diaphragms removed. 
D. Time Required for Calculations by the Proposed Method 
Since tho proposed analysis procedure presented in 
Chapter III is intended for use by practicin^^, engineors, some 
mention of the time required for typical calculations can bo 
considered one part of the results of the Investif^ation. This 
time, of course, depends on the amount of detail required in 
tho analysis and on the amount of experience the designer may 
have had v/lth tho method. 
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Referrins to tlie example analysis. Calculation Sheets 1 
to 9> it will be seen that sheets 1 and 2 are used primarily 
to present the data aiid to conipute tlie properties of the 
composite sections# Almost all of tliese calculations would be 
required for an analysis under the specifications; not over 
10 minutes are required to triake the added ones required by 
tho proposed method. Calculation Sheet 7 is somewhat in tiie 
same cate^^.ory. If strains and deflections along the beams are 
needed, tliey would have to bo calculated by tho usual mot'aods 
vindor tho specifications and tho calculations on sheet 7 nmy 
bo taken as simply replacia^^ these usual calculations. 
Calculation Sheets 3» ^1-* 5 6, (or 3i 9)» 
then, are the ones peculiar to this method. Shoots 3 arid i|., 
tiie calculation of certain constants of tho structure, are 
prepared only once for each bridge; sheets 5 and 6 must bo 
repeated for each different loading. Often a ain.f:;lo arranr,o-
mont of tho loads ouch as that illustrated on Calculation 
Sheet 5 (and 8) is all that would bo required. 
It has boon found that a desi^jner havim^ u fair de^roo 
of familiarity with tho method, such as might be obtained 
tiiroui^ having used it several times before, can porform the 
operations on sheets 3» 5* and 6 in as little as half an 
hour. Addinr^ tiie extra 10 minutes required on sheets 1 and 2 
and alloY/in<:; for normal delays, the extra time required for a 
single analysis under the proposed method is only about one 
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hour. Further, this time is not a.preciably affected by 
unusual loads or arran,<3emonts of the loads. Other chan^^es 
front tlie ordinary such as variable spacirv* of beams, dis-
synrnetry of the bridge, an increase in the number of beams, 
or taking the diaphra^rns into accomt would, of course, in­
crease the time required. 
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VI. COHCLUSIOUS AND REGO'IJaiUIDATIOlIS 
A. Conclusions 
In lino Tfith the ori^^jinal objectives of the investication 
and as indicated by the presentation contained in the pre­
ceding chapters* the following- conclusions have been reached. 
1. An improved procedure for the analysis of the beams 
in simple-span beam and slab bridgos has been developed. It 
has the following characteristics. 
a. Its development involves only those principles of 
mathematics and mechanics commonly studied; so prac­
ticing enoineers without special training should be 
able to understand and use it. 
b. The extra time required for its use is on the order 
of one hour per analysis for ordinary conditions. 
Thorefore, its routine use seems practical. 
c. Without chunges in the basic steps, all the previ­
ously listed variables (p. 13) that affect the 
strains and deflections of the beams can be taken 
into account. Ilov/ever, Uie inclusion of some of 
them, such as the effects of the diaphragms, would 
increase the time required for an analysis. 
d. Also v/ithout changing ttie basic steps, the method can 
be refined and its predictions improved as a result 
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of future research and improved judgment. Further, 
it facilitates future research because it breaks 
the computations Into discrete steps that can be 
physically duplicated in tlio structure and studied 
separately. 
2. Even without includici^; such effects as tliose of tho 
diaphragms, and without further reflaement, tho proposed 
procedure provides predictions of useful accuracy, superior 
to those under the specifications for every condition tested. 
Tho proposed method is oapocially superior in prodictinr, tho 
maximum effects of siii^^lo trucks. 
3. The present (1953) AASFIO specifications provide what 
may bo rof^nrdod as satisfactory prodictiona of the maximum 
stral.'is caused by tv/o trucks on tlio bridr^es tested, txie 
raa^o in tho percent of error being from +30 to -8, Corro-
apondinr^ly, it is concluded that the desir^n of such bridges 
under tho present specifications may bo rojardod as accepta­
ble. 
Ij-. The tentative revisions, T-l5-5>0, of tho spocifica-
tiono provide prodictiona of the maximum strains caused by 
two trucks tli'At are; 
a. for the interior beams, somewhat superior to those 
under tho present specifications, +18 to +5 percent 
in error, and 
b. for the exterior beams, !;;rossly over-conservative, 
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+106 to +51 percent in error. 
Correspondinr^ly, it is concluded that the tentative revisions 
ore not acceptable for the design of bridges of the type 
tested. 
Neither the present specifications nor the proposed 
revisions provide what can be regarded as satisfactory pre­
dictions of the maximum strains caused by one truck, +87 to 
+5 percent error. 
B, Rocorrnendations for Future Research 
Further improvement of the predictions by tlae proposed 
procedure as well as creator confidenoo in its applicability 
within wider ranges of the variables can be achieved through 
continued investir^ation. Future research prOf];rams rocom-
raended, much of v^iich could be carried out on the laboratory 
bridges already available, ore as follows. 
1* Teats to detormino the actual properties of the 
beams in place. One 3U;;'je3tod procedure for those tests is 
to load a bridr.'.o with concentrated loadsj one load directly 
over eoch beam ot its center, until the deflections of all 
the beams are the same. Prom the load^ deflection, and strain 
readings the properties of the booms could, then, be deter­
mined free of the effects of cross-bondin3. 
2. More detailed studios of tho effects of diaphragms. 
I8i|. 
Including efforts to arrive at the eqiiivalont properties of 
the diaphragms. In these studies it should bo helpful to 
perform a number of tests both v/ith the intermediate dia­
phragms in place and with tiiem removed. 
3. Tests to check the distribution of the loads to the 
beams and along the beams when they are prevented from de­
flecting, as in stop 1 of the proposed method. These tests 
could include loading the bridge while the beams are sup­
ported by temporary reactions at the cross-section including 
tho loads. Strain i*a«;;e3 on these temporary supports could bo 
converted into tho forces actln ; on them for a check on tho 
assumed distribution. Also with tlie beams temporarily sup-
portody strain monsuroments in tiie slab might yield useful 
information as to tho distribution of the temporary reactions 
along ttie beams. If temporary supports along tho beams are 
usedf thoy should bo so placed that they introduce little or 
no roslstanoe to the rotation of tho beams because this rota­
tion a Tects tho distribution. 
1]-. Studies of the oX'fects of sln^lo concentrated loads 
applied directly over tho beams as in stop 2 of tho proposed 
method. These studies should probably Include unusually 
careful analyses of tho deflection and strain diagrams to 
evaluate the errors introduced by the assumption of sinusoidal 
curves in step 2. Possibly some other assumption would be 
found to yield better predictions without excessive labor. 
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Further investigation of the effects of varying the 
cross-sections of the beams. For those investigations, par­
tial length cover plates could be welded or bolted to the 
lower flanges of the existing beams and such measurements re­
peated both with and without thoin as deemed necessary, 
6, Checks of the accuracy of the proposed method within 
a wider range of the relative sizes of the beams. The neces­
sary tests for these checks could be made possible by welding 
or bolting full-length cover plates to the existing beams, by 
laiockin.'3 tlio curbs off the existinf' bridges, or otherwise. 
Recomriended programs which v/ould require the testing of 
bridges other than the existing models are: 
7, Studies of bridges having more than four beams. 
8, Investigations of the possibilities of extending the 
proposed method to the analysis of continuous-beam bridges. 
In addition to improving on the proposed method of analy­
sis, it seems possible related studies could bo facilitated 
tiirough use of the method, the oxloting bridges, or both. 
Among theso are: 
9* The extension of the analysis to the dotermlnatlon 
of moments in the slab. The step-by-step procedure used in 
anolyzing the beams might well be adapted to the analysis of 
the slab. The strains in the slab would be computed for the 
condition in which the beams are temporarily supported, the 
effects on the slab of the differential deflections of the 
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boans deternined, and the two effects superimposed. The pre­
dictions of both the component effects and the combined totals 
could be checked by tests. 
10. Studies of the dynamic characteristics of the 
bridges. It should be possible to use the laboratory bridges 
for chocking theoretical modes of vibration and natural 
frequencies and for obtaining information as to the damping 
characteristics of composite typo bridges. These could be 
useful in developing; an improved method of predicting impact 
effects. 
11. Studios to deterriilne the moat economical number of 
beams« beam spacln^.o, and relative sizes of beams. 
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VIII. GLOSSARY 
Units of quantities are as noted where used. 
Term Definition See Parre 
A, B, C, D Beam designations k2 
A Area of a cross-section, used in 
oomputins moment of inertia 76 
E Modulus of elasticity of the beans 38 
Eg Modulus of elasticity of the slab 38 
f_^ Maximum stress in the stool of a beam 8l S u • 
h Thlckneso of slab 
H AASHO truck load designation 7 
H Dimenslonleas ratio of beam stiffness 
to slab stiffness 37* 38 
I Moment of inertia of a beam 3^ 
etc. Moment of inertia of Beam A, etc, 60 
^conc. Moment of Inertia of a composite 
area transformed to concrete 76 
IQ Moment of inertia of a section 
about its controid 76 
Ig Moment of inertia of a unit v/ldth 
of the slab 38 
Ig^^ Moment of Inertia of a composite 
area transformed to steel 76 
k Fraction of a v/heel load to be 
carried by one beam 37 
L Span of beams 1, J4. 
Lg Effective slab width over wiilch a 
concentrated load is assumed to be 
distributed 83 
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Terra 
M 
etc. 
' h  
M2 
M 
max. 
Hp 
N 
N2 
P, P^, etc. 
Pe 
r 
R^i etc. 
RT 
R^, etc. 
S 
S 
w,, etc. 
A 
Definition See Pap^e 
Bending moment 7» 8» 9 
Bendins moment in beam A, etc. 73 
Maximum moment in beam caused by 
concentrated load at its center 8l 
Maximum moment in beam caused by 
sinusoidally distributed load 6l 
Maximum bonding moment in a beam 57 
Bending moment at r in a beam 57 
Common factor occurring in 
equations derived 67 
Total mimbor or tons on an "!l" 
truck 7 
Number of tons on the rear axle 
of an "n-S" truck 7 
Concentrated force ii.l,l|.2,50 
Equivalent axle load 6, 9*10 
Rntlo y/L 57»60 
Total final roaotion of 
beam A, etc. 50 
Reaction of beam A caused by the appli­
cation of the reversed ^ 
temporary reaction at beam B, Rb» etc. 50 
Temporary concontrated beam reaction k-9»B0 
Temporary concentrated beam reaction 
at beam A, etc. 50 
AASIIO truck-trailer designation 7 
Spacing of beams I4-
Total maximum intensity of distributed 
load acting on slab along line of 
beam A, etc. 73 
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Term Definition See Pan:e 
^AB' I.Iaximura intensity of a distributed 
force on the slab along beam A, 
caused by a concentrated load ap­
plied at the center of beam B, etc. 60,62 
*ADt»» Intensity cf r of a distributed force 
on the slab along beam A caused by a 
concentrated load applied at tlie 
center of beam D, etc. 60 
^*'rnax Maxiraura value of a distributed load 57 
Wj, Distributed load intensity at r 57 
Y/ Total uniformly distributed force 70 
wT Total temporary uniformly distrib­
uted beam reaction L|.9 
^AB' Maximum deflection of slab at boara 
A, caused by a concentrated load 
at center of boa:a B, etc. 59*^0 
, etc. Deflection of the slab at Ij. along 
^ beam A caused by a concentrated 
load at center of beam B, etc. 60 
zi-i etc. With beams D and D removed, the 
maximum deflection of the slab 
along B when a sinusoidal load 
of unit maximum intensity is 
applied to the alub aloni; D 63,61;.,66 
x Distance perpendicular to beams 
measured from nearest beam to the 
left 7ij-#00 
y Distance along a beam measured 
from one end 52,60 
Vertical distance to an area> used 
y in computinj* moment of inertia 76 
£$ Maximum deflection of a beam v;hen 
acted on by a sinusoidally distrib­
uted load vAiose maximum intensity 
is unity 58 
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Term Definition 
cl/^, etc. Maxiraura deflection of beam A when 
acted on by a sinusoidally distrib­
uted load whose rnaximun value is 
unity, etc. 
J S Slab constant = s3/Egl3 
etc. iitaxlmuia defloction of bea:n A, 
caused by a concentrated load 
applied at center of beam, B, etc. 
^ABr* Dofloctlon at r in beam A causod 
by a concentrated load applied at 
the center of boan 13, etc. 
J .Maximum dofloctlon of a boan caur.od 
by a concentrated load at its center 
^2 Maxlraun dofloctlon of a beam caused 
by a sinusoldally distributed load 
A rtaxlmum deflection of a beam 
A r Doi'loction of a boani at r 
6 at .Maximum strain in the atool of a 
composite boam 
See Paie 
58 
5Q 
59,60,62 
60 
81 
81 
57 
57,60 
81 
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Table 11 
114CnOH IMFLUSHCE TABLES 
3-SFAH OOniMDOIJS BKAM 
BQUAL SPAMS» OMSIAlfT SICTIOI 
D 
IM SPAM AB SPAM BC SPAM CD 
x/3 «A *0 H *0 "D 
0.00 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000 
.05 .9367 .0799 -.0200 .0033 -.0214 .9856 .0429 -.0071 .0062 -.0371 1.0056 ..0253 
.10 .8736 .1594 -.0396 .0066 -.0390 .9630 .0910 -.0150 .0114 -.0684 1.0026 .0544 
.15 .8109 .2380 -.0587 .0098 -.0531 .9329 .1436 -.0234 .0157 -.0944 .9915 .0871 
.20 .7488 .3152 -.0768 .0128 -.0640 .8960 .2000 -.0320 .0192 -.1152 .9728 .1232 
.25 .6875 .3906 -.0938 .0156 -.0719 .8531 .2594 -.0406 .0219 -.1313 .9469 .1625 
.30 .6272 .4638 -.1092 .0182 -.0770 .8050 .3210 -.0490 .0238 -.1428 .9142 .2048 
.35 .5681 .5343 -.1229 .0205 -.0796 .7524 .3841 -.0569 .0250 -.1502 .8752 .2499 
.AO .5104 .6016 -.1344 .0224 -.0800 .6960 .4480 -.0640 .0256 -.1536 .8304 .2976 
.A5 .4543 .6653 -.1436 .0239 -.0784 .6366 .5119 -.0701 .0256 -.1535 .7802 .3477 
.50 .4000 .7250 -.1500 .0250 -.0750 .5750 .5750 -.0750 .0250 -.1500 .7250 .4000 
.55 .3477 .7802 -.1535 .0256 -.0701 .5119 .6366 -.0784 .0239 -.1436 .6653 .4543 
.60 .2976 .8304 -.1536 .0256 -.0640 .4480 .6960 -.0800 .0224 -.1344 .6016 .5104 
.65 .2499 .8752 -.1502 .0250 -.0569 .3841 .7524 -.0796 .0205 -.1229 .5343 .5681 
.70 .2048 .9142 -.1428 .0238 -.0490 .3210 .8050 -.0770 .0182 -.1092 .4638 .6272 
.75 .1625 .9469 -.1313 .0219 -.0406 .2594 .8531 -.0719 .0156 -.0938 .3906 .6875 
.80 .1232 .9728 -.1152 .0192 -.0320 .2000 .8960 -.0640 .0128 -.0768 .3152 .7488 
.85 .0871 .9915 -.0944 .0157 -.0234 .1436 .9329 -.0531 .0098 -.0587 .2380 .8109 
.90 .0544 1.0026 -.0684 .0114 -.0150 .0910 .9630 -.0390 .0066 -.0396 .1594 .8736 
.95 .0253 1.0056 -.0371 .0062 -.0071 .0429 .9856 -.0214 .0033 -.0200 .0799 .9367 
1.00 .0000 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 1.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 1.0000 
M VO 
os 
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INFLUENCE ORD/NATE FORMULAS 
^ - S P A N  C O N T / N U O U S  B E A M  
E Q U A L  S P A N S ,  C O N S T A N T  S E C T / O N  
{ 
i ^ 
V - 4- 3 _ s„4 
A B C D 
y = :»:/S 
LOAD IN AB ' 
Ra -  / - / .2667^  ^ ,2GG7v^  
Rq = /.6 \/ —.6 
/?c = -  V 
Ro~ .06G7V -  .0667v^  
LOAD /N BC' 
Ff^= -.<^667 \/ ".3333 
Rq = /  -  ,  Z  \ /  "  /  &  -f -  \ / ^  
Rq = ,6 /.2 \/^ -
Ro = -. ^333 \/ ^.3333 
LOAD /A/ CD' 
R^= J333v " .av^  i - .OG67v/^  
RQ = —•& V -H/.S —.4  ^ \/^  
R^ =:  /  ^  ,e \^  - / .av^  ^  
Fi^ =Z ,4667 \/ -f- .<5 " ,2667\^^ 
